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GENIAL INDEX

Abbenhouse, Dorothy
- response to "Open Letter to Leaders"
(113)1  - (120)10

Abhinyano
on Out on a Limb (99)11-12

"Theosophical Future: A Buddhist View" 
(115)7-8 - (119)10

Abortion
- Algeo on (107)7-8 - as an occult
crime (11)5 - (102)10

Addie, S. Ingleby
- "The Malevolent Mummy" (59)1

Adyar
- Center for Theosophical Studies (41)7
- Library (42)8 - visit to (39)5

Aeschylus
- (82)7

Agni
- "spiritual fire" (16)3-4

Alexandria
- amazing ancient center (66)2-3 
"In Alexandria" (79)8

Algeo, John
"Self-test on Non-violence" (73)8 
"Nature of Intuitive Truth" (86)4-5 
"Senzar" (96)1-2 - Reincarnation

Explored (107)7-8 - after-death
article (117)1-2 - holds Besant &
Leadbeater as chief Theosophical 
authorities (121)2

Amida
- "Latest Astronomical Theories" (120)8-9

Amneus, Nils
- "There's no Escape" (13)1-2 - Life1s
Riddle (28)8, (53)7-8

Annan, Norma Genesta
- "The Secret Chamber" (61)6

Anonymous
"The Greatest Adventure" (27)2-3

- monad's circulations (83)6 - "Mystic
Story of Buddha" (84)6-9

Anthropology
- and Art (13)6

Anugita
- (71)10

Apollonius of Tyana
on birth and death (52)3-4 

"Apollonius Speaks" (82)7-8 - (51)3-4
- (93)6 - (123)9

Armstrong, Dorothy
- reviews By the Holy Tetraktys! (74)9-10

Arnold, Arthur
- HPB letters (116)3-4, (117)4-8

Arnold, Mathew
- on criticism (14)1 - "Choice" (74)9
- "Challenge" (98)3

Art
- Visions of Heaven and Hell (48)6

Allen, James W.
reviews Yogi Ramasuratkumar (18)7

Altruism
- HPB on (79)2

"American Theosophist"
- reviews: (15)6, (17)4-5, (23)6, (26)5,
(30)6, (36)6, (45)5-6, (68)10-11
"Intuition and Imagination" (48)6

"Search for Wholeness" (54)7
on Elder Brother (97)12 - on SD
(104)9-10

Arundale, Rukimini Devi
- passing of (94)9

Ashish, Sri Madhava
- "Inner Recognition" (100)1-2

Assche, Inez van
- passing of (26)8

Astral Light
- during dreams, hypnosis (39)1-2
in writing Isis(41)1 —2 - ."Murder by
Accident" (52)2 - (80)7-8
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Astrology
"Age of Aquarius" (62)2, 

(63)3-4 - "The Eclipse" (71)3
"GdeP on Eclipses" (71)4 - 12,000
year event in India (90)5-6 - Syzgy
Day, May 11, 1941 (103)2

Astronomy
- the moon (18)3-4 - mythological
astronomy (25)7 - black holes (41)5-6,
(49)4 - Surya Siddhanta (58)5
"The Eclipse" (71)3 - "GdeP on
Eclipses" (71)4 - "The Sun - A Beating
Heart" (71)7 - Halley's Comet (76)2-3

"Beyond Time & Space" (79)3
"Comets & Meteors" (90)3-5 - "Uranus
& Neptune" (103)6-7 - "Occult
Astronomy" (119)5-7 - "... Latest
Theories" (120)8-9 - "Age of the 
Universe" (126)4

Aurobindo
_ (70)4-7 - (112)8-9

Ayur-Vedic Medicine
- (116)6-7

Balfour-Clark, Captain Russell
- passing of.(72)10

Barborka, Geoffrey A.
Sanskrit pronunciation (13)1 

"Mantras and Svara" (17)2-3 - Mahatmas
and Their Letters (18)6 - reviews
Glimpses into the Psychology of Yoga
(21)6  - reviews Mahatmas and Genuine
Occultism ((27)6 - reviews The Desatir
(34)7 - Glossary of Sanskrit &
pronunciation tapes (13)6, (35)4
Peopling of the Earth (34)6-7, (41)6-7 

reviews Theosophy & Christianity 
(38)6 - work on Encyclopedic Glossary
(40)6-7 - SD chronology (44)5-6

passing of and tribute (72)9 
reviews After Death - What? (72)6

Barborka, Illa
- passing of & bio sketch (39)8

Barker, A. Trevor
- "In This New Year" (14)1 - "Idolatry
& Leadership" (99)4-5 - "Hill of 
Discernment" (115)2-3 - "Writing 
of the Mahatma Letters" (116)5-6

1 Barr, Dudley
- passing of (31)8

Barton, Marguerite Arnold
- passing of (75)11-12

Beach, Brandon
- passing of (26)8

Beauchamp, Nell
- passing of (26)8

Bebek, Borna
- The Third City (110)8-10

Bellamy, Edward
- Looking Backward (109)6-7

Benjamin, Elsie
- "Bond of Spiritual Kinship" (5)2-3
- "About Karma" (10)5-6 - "Doctrine
of the Heart" (16)2-3, (51)1-2 - on
Kama-Loka (18)4 - "Bits Here & There"
(reminiscences) (22)3-4 - GdeP blind
handwriting analysis (23)4-5 - "Stanzas
of Dyzan" (31) 4-5 - "Thakur on Sleep
& Death" (32)3-4 - response on GdeP
disparagement (33)6-7 - "Tolerant
- Only of Sincerity" (36)2 - "Hypnotic
Regression & Astral Light" (39)1-2

"Garden Party Notes" (42)3-4
"Defense of Manas" (43)5 - Search
& Find Index (47)1-2 - "To Reflect
the Truth" (47)2 - "Greatest Adventure
in Life" (49)3 - "What Karma is NOt"
(58)2 - reviews Word Wisdom (62)3

tribute on passing (66)1-2,6-7 
"Philosophy of Strength" (67)2 
tributes (67)7-8 - "At Home in the
Universe" (68)5 - "Un. Brotherhood
a Fact in Nature" (69)4-5 - "Monument
to Work of the Compiler" (BCW XII) 
(71)7-8 - "HPB's Occult Ring" (86)3-4

free will (89)2 - "First Faint
Signs" (95)1 - "The Real HPB" (97)3-4

"Suicide and After-Death" (99)5-6 
"HPB Collected Writings" (105)3-4

- reviews HPB: The Mystery (106)3-5

Benjamin, Harry
- Basic Self-Knowledge (13)5, (111)2
- Everybody's Guide to Theosophy (63)7
- on knowledge & understanding (97)8

Berry, Fleet B.
reviews California Utopia (49)5-6
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Besant, Annie
- & occult research (40)5-6 - on
distinct doctrines in Theosophy (95)7
- on SD (97)7-8 - Cooper on (104)11
- "Service to that Supreme Spirit Alone"
(see "1900 Letter") (101)1, (109)11
- "HPB as I Knew Her" (124)1-2

Beukering, J.G. van
"From Concealment to Publicity" 

‘(54)5-6

Bible
- mistranslations (107)9, (113)9

Blake, William
- Wm. Blake: Seer and Visions (47)4
- (52)4 - (103)9

Blavatsky, Helena Petrovna
- "N.Y. Tribune" (2)1 - Mme. Blavatsky
Defended (2)2 - "Valor Incarnate"
(5) 3 - HPB & the Secret Doctrine
(6) 3 - "Facts and Falsehoods" (11)2-5

differences with Olcott (12)2-5 
"HPB's Message & Mission" (12)6—7 
in Wilson’s The Occult (14)6

Yeats on (15)3, (96)2-4, (103)8-9 -
"Collected Writings of HPB" (19)4 

as an avatara (20)3 - Mundy on
(22)6  pamphlet by Judge (23)7

Blavatsky Foundation (24)7-8
Tibetan knowledge (24)8 - facsimille
card to- Judge (26)1 - HPB and the
Theosophical Movement (26)1-3
Mahatma on (27)5 - Caves & Jungles
of Hindustan (31)6-7 - When Daylight
Comes biography (31)7, (34)2-3
plaque in Germany (37)8 - "The Living
HPB" (40)1 - ULT booklets (41)7-8,
(42)7-8, (45)3 - Wachtmeister’s
Reminiscences (42)5-6 - "The Spirit
of HPB" (44)1-2 - "Our New Year"
(44)4 - revealed people's weaknesses
(47)3 - on courage (49)1 - errors
on in encyclopedias (50)8 - "One
Full & Harmonious Melody" (55)4 
on eternal monad (57)3 - Letters
to Conventions (57)8 - A. Wilder
on (59)1-2 - Foundations of Esoteric
Philosophy (60)8 - "Key that Fits"
(64)5 - "150th Anniversary" (65)1

"HPB, Leader & Teacher" (65)2,15 
"Review of Reviews" (special issue 

on) (65)3-14 - "My Books" (65)14
"Yours Till Death and After, HPB"

(Judge) (65)15-16 - "East-West Journal"
Ad (66)4 - Modern Panarion (67)6

"Fate" review (68)11 - "A Mystic
Force is Rising" (70)1-2 - "Cosmic
Cycles, Manvantaras, & Rounds" (71)1-2 

"On Adeptship & Powers" (72)2-3 
quotes (75)3 - same essence in

all (76)6 - other intelligences (77)3
on Books of Kiu-te (77)9-10 - "To

Center in the Heart" (78)2-3 - "The
New Year" (79)1 - on Illumination
(80)2 - on Light on the Path (80)6
- her "Birthday Book" (80)11 - "HPB
in London" (81)2-4 - circulations
of the cosmos (84)2 - "Water Jugs,
Pitchers & Infinite Ocean" (85)1 
occult ring of (86)3-4 - "Equity in
Reincarnation" (86)5-6 - each a center
of work (87)1 - on ethics (87)1
"Light for the World" (87)1 - "Initiator
of a New Era" (87)1-2 - "Bibliography
of Biographical Studies" (87)9 - "Cry
of Humanity" (88)2 - "Narrow is the
Gate" (88)2-3 - meeting with R.
Jaganathiah (88)3 - "Secrets Within
Every Particle of Dust" (89)1 - on
unpopularity (89)2 - on revenge (89)2

"What Real Theosophy Is" (90)1-2 
on unbiased judgement (91)1 

Steiner on (92)10 - T.S. "doomed to
exist" (93)6 - on higher choice (94)8

on helping, not fighting (95)7 
Brotherhood chief object (97)7 - on
psychic powers (98)4 - "The Esoteric
She" (99)7-8 - "HPB in the College
Eatery" (99)8-9 - all follow same
path of thought (100)7 - "Intuition"
(101) 1-2 - "Cleansing of the Temple"
(102) 1-2 - Ad in "L.A. Times" (102)9

New Testament Commentaries (103)6,
(106) 2-3, (114)7-8 - future new
diseases (103)7 - warning on
materialism (103)7 - H.T.Edge on
(104)2-3, (106)2 - Christ embodied
idea (104)6 - K.H. on (106)6-7
joint statement with Olcott (106)7

on Mahatmas (106)7 - real inner
meaning (107)1 - "What is a Messenger?"
(107) 1-2 - a duty of dununciation
(107)8 - Blavatsky & Her Teachers
biography (107)11, (108)10, (109)8-9,
(114)8  - "Known as Intuition" (108)1-2

HPB & the SD (108)10-11 - on
elementals (111)7 - sound & words
(*111)7—8 - HPB photographs (112)1-4

"HPB" (112)3-5 - Tibet visit
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(115)3-4  - "To Find the Truth" (118)1 •
on sectarianism (119)1 - ancient

Theosophy (119)1 - independent thought
(119) 2 - T.S. modeled on U.S.
Constitution (119)2 - HPB Exhibt
in Russia (119)10 - "A Turkish
Effendi" (120)4-5 - "The Tidal Wave"
(120) 5 - on selfishness (121)1
"HPB & Messianic Cycle" (121)3 
once universal religion (122)1 
emulation & unity (122)1 - ancient
universals (122)1 -■ occult science
origins (122)1-2 - "Deeper than Words"
(123) 1 - "White Lotus Day" (123)1-2
- commemorative card & poster (123)10

The Esoteric She (123)10 
"Messenger of Light" (124)1 - Besant
on (124) 1 -2 - to 2nd Am. Conference
(124) 3-4 - on religion (124)5
Ver Planck on (124)5 - GdeP on (124)5

"A Tribute" (125)1—2 - symbol
& idea (126)2 - T.S. founded by Adepts
(126)2 - Divine Magic (126)2
"A Tribute to HPB" (126)3-4 - HPB
Apercus Biographiques (126)8

Blavatsky Collected Writings
- "I Work for Truth" (24)4-5 - The
Ccxnplete Works of H.P.Blavatsky (31)1

(51)7 - error in E.S. color chart
(70)11 - "Monument to Work of Compiler
-Vol. XII" (71)7-8 - Vol. XIII (74)9,
(76)4-5  - "Blavatsky Archives of
BdeZ" (75)8-10, (76)9-10 - "A Puzzle
Solved - Vol. Ill" (83)9 - "Blavatsky
Source Materials - Vol XIV" (87)6-7 

Vol. XIV (89)9-10, (92)7-8
corrections in reprints (103)11 
E. Benjamin on (105)3-4 - "HPB"
(112)3-5,  (123)2-3 - BCW Index (121)9,
(122)8

Blavatsky Letters
to Countess Wachtmeister (68)6-9, 

(70)11, (75)6 - to A.R.Wallace (73)6-7
in Zirkoff archives (75)10 

facsimille of Library of Congress letter 
(78)6-7 - to C.C.Massey (78)9-10

erratta in letter date (79)12 
Letters of HPB to Coues (85)9, (89)11 

unknown source on quote (88)9 
letter on Judge (92)5 - "...to W.Q.J."
(104)4-5  - to Judge (106)5-6, (121)3

to Arthur Arnold (116)3-4, (117)4-8 
Collected Letters to be published 

(122)7-8 - to Alexander Wilder

(123)3-5

Blavatsky Trust
- The Wisdom Religion (39)7

Bloy, Rev. Francis Eric
'- "Who is Jesus?" (35)1-2, (49)2

Bonnell, Robert
- reviews Pythagorean Sourcebook (104)6
- "A Universal Message" (114)5-6

"Book Reader"
reviews True Messiah:...Apollonius 

of Tyana (120)9, (121)7 - reviews
GdeP’s Fundamentals (121)7 - reviews
Reincarnation: Phoenix Fire Mystery
(123)11 - reviews Invisible Worlds
& Inhabitants (125)7-8 - reviews 
Doctrine of the Spheres (125)8

Bowen, P.G.
- Sayings of the Ancient One (97)9

Braille
- Dutch (19)8, Glossary of Sanskrit 
Terms (17)7

Braun, Maurice
- artist (43)7

Bres, Enilio Sandoval
- on joy & laughter (27)5

Britannica Encyclopedia
- Theosophy in (38)4-5

Briton, David
- "On the Fear of Death" (123)5-6

Brown, John "Kootenai"
- Canadian Theosophist (72)10

Brown, Lauren R.
- Pt. Loma T.S.: List of Publications 
(45)7

Brown, LoVem
- poem "In Alexandria" (79)8

Browne, Sandra
- "Effort" (67)3

Brpwning, Robert
- "By Its Fruit" (94)8 - "Man Has
Forever" (100)7
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Buddhi
- emotions not buddhi (100)7 - "Nature
of Buddhic Principle" (81)6-7 - "Known
as Intuition" (108)1-2 - "Lifted
to Buddhic Plane" (115)8-9

Buddhism (see "Tibetan...")
Guenther translations (11)7

Sec. Gen. of U.N. (16)1 - Encyclopedia
of Buddhism (17)5 - fire-walkers
(22)4-5 - in England (43)3 - the
Paramitas (51)3, (75)6 - review of
Dhammapada (63)6 - Humphreys on
(77)6-8,  (103)8 - "Avalokitesvara"
(79)4-6 - "... the Enlightened Mind" 
(82)8-9 - "Mystic Story of Buddha"
(84) 6-9 - Inst, of Buddhist Studies
(99)10 - symbolism in (103)12
anatta doctrine (117)12 - Buddhism
of H.P.Blavatsky (125)12

Burnier, Rhada
- "Preparing for the Centenary" (21)4-5

(60) 6-7 - Way of Self-Knowledge
(61)6 - on having serious membership
(66)3 - on giving (69)3 - on 2nd
Object (73)9 - interview (107)2-3

work in Russia (119)10 - "Decline
in Taste" (121)5

Burton, Richard
- "..., HPB & Theosophy" (120)6-7

Byrd, Richard
- "Out of Silence" (95)7

Cagliostro
- confused with Balsamo (19)7-8

Caldwell, Daniel H.
- reviews Peopling of the Earth (34)6-7

"100 Years Old-'Le Lotus Bleu*" 
(119)5 - The Esoteric She (123)10

Camp, L. Sprague de
- scurrilous rehash on HPB (38)7-8

Campbel, Bruce F.
- Ancient Wisdom Revived (60)6

"Canadian Hieosophist"
- "History of a Humbug" (HPB to Coues)
(85) 9 - Jagannathiah on HPB (88)3
- Blavatsky letters to COues (89)11

Capital Punishment

- Judge on (9)sup, (16)6, (36)1, (46)5.,
(89)6-7,  (111)2-3 - sets free Kama-Rupa
(38)5 - in N.Y. (48)8 - in Indiana
(99) 10 - Tingley on (100)5-6
(100) 12 - in Costa Rico & U.S. (125)11

Capuzzo, Michael
- "Cafe of Mme. Blavatsky" (107)10

Caracostea, Daniel
- reviews L'llluminatrice, H. Blavatsky
(111) 9-10 - HPB letters to Amould
(116)3-4,  (117)4-8

Caracostea, Francoise
interview with S. Narayan (102)5 
response to "Open Letter to Leaders"

(113)2

Caracostea, M. Michael
- on "Kiddle" quote in Mahatma Letters 
(92)9

Carlyle
- "Carlyle on Karma" (79)3-4

Carnac
- "Unsolved Riddle" (118)7-8

Carr, Clifford
- blind graphology analysis on GdeP
(23)4-5

Carrithers, Dorcas
- reviews Glossary of Sanskrit Terms 
(13)6

Carrithers, Walter A., Jr.
- radio show defense of HPB (1)2-3
- Obituary: Hodgson Report (46)8
on "Fate" review of Madame Blavatsky 
(68)11

Casero, Luis
- "Raja Yoga" (Cuban students at Pt.
Loma) (56)4-5 - letter from "El Cubano
Libre" (60)8

Cassettes
- video (87)10 - Edmonton T.S. audio
& video (98)9 - Barborka Sanskrit
(99)12, - G. Farthing, "Outline of
Esoteric Science", 13 tapes (85)8-9, 
(97)11, (105)10

Cassim, K.M.P. Mohammed
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- "Meditation" (27)5

Cathars
- Holy Blood & Holy Grail (92)12

Caves
- Elephanta & Canary (75)12

Chakras
- dangerous to tamper with (38)5
GdeP on (111)8 - Leadbeater's The
Chakras (119)9

Chela-Life
"Teachers & Disciples" (pamphlet) 

(14)4-5 - training (61)4—5
pitfalls of aspirants (72)10 - vow
to Higher Self (75)2-3 - shadow
follows progress (75)4-5 - E.S.
training (75)7 - "A Word on Chelaship"
(75)8  - true aspiration of (78)5
- Damodar on (88)1-2, (112)6 - "Rules
of the Chela-Life" (96)5-6 - "Be
a Propogandist" (105)5 - "pledge
fever" (117)6

Chin, Vicente R. Hao, Jr.
- on lecturing (87)7 - "Selflessness:
Key to Happiness" (89)6 - "Faith
is Life's Magnetic Needle" (96)5 
"Theosophy for the Masses" (109)7
- on "Open Letter to Leaders" (113)2,
(114)11  - (121)10-11

Christianity
- on Jesus (7)sup - creationists
(14)5 - symbolism (15)1 - on holding
a sympathetic view toward (23)2 
Esoteric Keys to Christian Scriptures 
(28)7 - vicarious atonement (35)1,
(83)2 - "Who is Jesus?" (35)1—2

harmfulness of doctrines (37)1—2 
Theosophy and Christianity (38)6 
HPB on (44)2 - "Price of Religious

Candor" (47)3 - Reincarnation in
Christianity (48)5, (49)5 - one
Quaker's viewpoint (60)3-4 - HPB
on "Satan" (71)7 - reap as you sow
(73)3-4 - HPB on "Jehovah" (73)4-5

Easter symbolism (74)1 - Judge
on (74)2-3 - church & state (86)6

"Beauty, Joy, Easter" (92)2 
Reincarnation for Christians (94)3-4 

ecstatics (95)4-5 - effect of
"belief in 'God' and 'Gods'" (99)2
- "Where is Hell?" (99)6-7 - New

Testament Commentaries of HPB (102)1-2,
(106) 2-3,9-10, (113)12, (114)7-8
HPB on Paul (104)6 - Theosophia in
Neo-Platonic & Christian Lit. (107)6-7 

"Letter from a Christian Leader"
(107) 9 - "Reincarnation in ..."
(109)4-6 - sacerdotal religion a great
evil (113)11-12 - "Meaning of Easter"
(116)2-3 - Jesuits (116)4 - Christian
dark cycle (118)4 - monument
destruction by (118)7-8 - esoteric
remnants (120)2 - "A Turkish Effendi
on ..Christianity" (120)4-5 - Indian
missionaries & Theosophy (120)6
HPB on Catholic Clergy (123)4-5 
on "Genesis" (123)7-8 - on forgiveness
(123)8 - Dead Sea Scrolls (126)5

Christie, Judith Anne
metaphysics class (23)7 - on

Zoroaster (90)10

Christinas
- real basis of (7)1 - HPB on (7)sup

Gdep on Christmas tree (7)sup, (72)7 
mythological gods bom on (79)1

- significance of (96)8-9

Goats, John B. S.
"A 'Standing Committee'" (28)1-2, 

(118)8-9 - "End of the Wasteland"
(on Roszak book) (30)2-3 - to Centenary
World Congress (32)2 - Radhakrishnan
obituary (31)8 - "Getting on With
the Job" (33)2-3 - interview in "A.T."
(33)7 - at World Congress (35)10-11

"The Greatest Need" (41)1 - "Life
the Principle Guru" (48)4 - being
"ambassadors" (50)5 - "And Plunge"
(53)5 - "To Accept the Challenge"
(56)5-6 - passing of (56)8 - "The
Great Cause" (57)1-2 - tribute issue
of "The Theosophist" (60)7 - "The
Consciousness We are Seeking" (82)5-6 

"Open Road Ahead" (92)4-5 
"Brotherhood Unlimited" (93)2-3 
"Listening" (94)3 - "Live the Teaching"
(100)7

Godd, Clara M.
- "Weightier Matters of the Law" (39)4-5

Cohen, Daniel
- .Masters of the Occult (Harris letter
on Blavatsky chapter) (11)2-4, (12)8,
(13)7
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Collins, Mabel
- "HPB on Light on the Path" (80)6

Collisson, Florence
- passing of (21)7

Colsky, Major Robert
- "How I Found Theosophy" (40)5

Oolumbie, Einilia
- passing of (19)7

Canpassion
- differs from personal love (77)7

Concord Grove Press.
- Sangram Text Series (77)11, (82)11
- Dream of Ravan (79)10

Conger, Col. Arthur L.
- T.S. president (29)7

Continuum Foundation
- goals and activities (79)11, (111)5-6

Cook, Del
- "A Little Crumb Speaks" (63)4

Cook, Tarry M.
- "Evolution - Pts. to Remember" (64)4

Cooper, John
- trip to Himalayas (63)6-7 - reviews
The Anugita (71)10 - perspective
on Theosophy (79)10 - "Damodar K.
Mavalankar.." (81)8-10 - on Beatrice
Hastings (82)11 - "BCW 13: A Puzzle
Solved" (83)9 - "Thersites of
Freethought" (85)10-11 - BCW XIV
(92)7-8 - MLs & "Judge Case" (93)11

Spierenburg paper on GdeP (96)11 
on Elder Brother (97)12, (98)11

- (100)12 - on Farthing networking
proposal (101)5 - on history (101)12
- "Yeats on HPB" (103)8-9 - on "1900
Letter" (104)11 - Theosophical Crisis 
in Australia (105)9 - reviews Krotona
of Old Hollywood (114)7 - "Collected
Letters of HPB" (122)7-8

Correspondence Courses
- "Threshold C.C." (36)8, (46)7, (81)11
- Pt. Lana Pub. (38)8, (39)1 - Pt.
Loma questions from (80)8, (81)8,
(82)10, (83)9-10, (84)9-10, (85)6-7,
(86)8-9,  (87)7-8, (88)5, (89)7-8,

(90)6,  (91)8-9, (93)9
course (81)11

- Pasadena T.S.

Corresponding Fellows Lodge & Bulletin
- description (13)3 - last issue (67)7
- Machell on (71)10-11

Coryn, H.A.W.
- "Theosophic Isis" magazine (122)9

Coues, Elliot
- Letters of HPyto Coues (85)9

Courtois, A., Sr.
- on Farthing networking proposal (102)4

Besant/Leadbeater at odds with HPB 
(123)9

Cousins, Norman
- disease self-cure (57)4-5

Cranston, Sylvia
- "Fate" review on Madame Blavatsky
(68)11 - "Book of Golden Precepts"
(71)5 - Reincarnation, A New Horizon
(85) 8

Cremation
- GdeP on (16)6-7 - and Kama-Rupa
(38)5 - benefits (49)3 - "Cremation
Boom" (79)9 - of Baron de Palm (123)4

Crosby, Robert
- early, on Tingley (37)3 - (39)8 
founder of ULT (101)5

Cudworth, Ralph
- 17th century Neo-Platonist (116)8

Curtis, George
- passing of (71)10

Curtis, Linda
- "Black Holes & Theosophy" (49)4

Cycles
of body, celestial (28)2-3 

"Collaborating with Cyclic Law" (54)5 
messianic cycle (63)6, (121)3

"Cosmic Cycles, Marivantara, Rounds" 
(71)1-2 - "Periodicity &
Thought-Habits" (72)2-3 - catastrophes
and world-periods (73)3-4 - GdeP on
(86) 2-3 - critical point in history
(9*5) 3-4 - cycles of psychism (101) 2-4

"In Times of Crisis" (109)3-4
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and numbers (115)1-2 - material cycle '
ends (117) 3-4 - Christian dark cycle
(118)4

D., D.
- "Dollar-Sophia" (52)2

D., D. V.
- reviews Esoteric Keys to Christian 
Scriptures (28)7

Dahl, Gerda
- "Gifts to Library" (38)7 - passing
of (67)7

Dalai Lama
- "Visit With.." (50)6-7 - talk at
Wheaton (66)7 - (116)11

Davy, Ted G.
reviews Book of Enoch (18)6 

reviews HPB; The Mystery (27)6 
"Centenary Congress" (35)6-10 
reviews Echoes of the Orient (37)5 

reviews New Platonism & Alchemy 
(42)6 - reviews TPH SD (64)5-6
reviews Word Wisdom (66)5—6 - "Descent
into Hades" (78)3 - "Networking"
(82)1 - on Theosophical Publishing
(89)11 - reviews Inner Group Teachings
(97)8-9 - reviews 100 Years of
Theosophy (102)7-9 - reviews 100
Years of Modern Occultism (102)7-9 

"Centenary Histories" (103)9-10 
"Secret Teachings" (105)1-2 

reviews Theosophical Crisis in Australia
(105)9  - reviews New Testament
Commentaries of HPB (114)7-8 - reviews
Voice of the Silence (116) 8-9 
reviews Human & Divine Universe (116)8-9 

"Occult Astronomy" (119)5-7 
reviews HPB: The Mystery (123)11-12

Dayananda, Swami
- invited HPB & Olcott to India (31)6

Dead Sea Scrolls
- to be made public (126)5

Death
"..a Birth Celestial" (7)1-2 

euthanasia (12)6 - special issue
of "Am. Theosophist" (17)4-5
"Fulfilment in Death" (20)5-6
"After-Death Processes" (25)4 
"Thakur on Sleep & Death" (32)3-4

"Consolation Regarding.." (52)2-3
Apollonius on (52)3-4 - G.B.Shaw

on (55)3-4 - death vs. dying (63)2
"Thy Final Friend" (71)6 - review

of After Death-What? (72)6 - "Death,
Actor, Stage" (76)2 - "Preparation"
(78)5  - "Mysteries of Death" (83)6

"Teaching on After-Death States"
(117) 1-3 - between death & birth
(118) 3-4 - on Socrates' (119)3-4
- a Quaker on (123)5-6

Dharmapala, Anagarika
- & T.S., Gomes on (126)10

Dhesi, Nirmal Singh
"Mundy's OM A Spiritual Journey" 

(77)8-9

Dickens, Charles
- on "deja vu" (76)6 - "Kama-Loka
scene" (84)5-6

Dickinson, G. Lowes
- affected by Plato (34)5-6

Dictionary of Am. Biography
- perfidious entry on HPB (26)3

Dogmatism
- great trouble of the world (45)2-3

"Freedom from Dogma" (46)3-4
K.H. on (55)5 - "The Open End" (58)1-2

"The Root of (HPB) (62)2
"Authority & Leadership" (71)5-6 
"Teaching vs. Dogmatism" (94)1 
"Difference from Doctrine" (102)2-3 

"Strong Conviction is not Dogmatism"
(119) 4

Donovan, Samanta B.
- "Cosmos" (72)5

Doore, Gary
reviews Plato on Man (30) 5-<6 

"Celebration & Self-Examination" (31)2
- on GdeP (32)7-8 - reviews Cratylus.,
Paramenides, Timeus & Critias of Plato 
(37)4-5 - "Search & Discovery" (42)1-2

reviews The Astral Light (80)7-8 
"Siva & Shakti" (81)4 - on Voice

of the Silence (88)6

Doughtery, Sarah Belle
- reviews Children's Booklist (122)8-9
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Drais, John
-reviews Numbers: Their Occult & Mystic 
Virtues (28)5-6 - reviews Pythagorean
Triangle (41)6 - "Age of
Aquarius-1981" (62)2, (63)3-4
reviews Mythical Monsters (68)10 
"Yaho or 'Aia'?" (73)4-5 - "The
Doctrine of the 'I'" (90)7-8 - on
Elder Brother (98)10-11

Dreams
- astral light & (39)2 - Judge on
(95)7-8

Droon, Ardath
reviews Key to Theosophy: An

Abridgement (13)5-6 - "A Beauty All 
Its Own" (66)5 - "Thy Final Friend"
(71)6 - "Second Blooming" (72)7

Drugs
- effects on the soul (3)2-3 - and
dying patients (12)6

Druze
- "Druze & Their Teachings" (72)4

Dubbink, J. H.
"Model for A History of the 

Theosophical Movement" (16)2 - "To 
J.B.Coats - A Proposal" (21)7 - on
HPB: The Mystery (27)7 - in praise
of Judge (32)5 - reviews Echoes
of the Orient-I (34)1-2 - on TPH
SD (37)3-4 - "The Chronology Problem"
(44)5-6 - "Trying to Cane Up With
My Own" (55)5-6 - Seeking the 
Impossible (69)9 - authorship of 
HPB article in doubt (70)8-9 - "BCW
Vol. XIII" (76)4-5 - (82)12 - on
SD Conference (91)11 - on Sinnett
autobiography (97)12 - Adyar &
"Theosofia" (98)10 - "fired" as editor
of "Theosofia" (99)12 - "Fraternization

Timeless Process" (100)8-10 
symbols & Buddhism (103)12 - on
"reaction" following Theosophy (105)11

on Echoes-III (107)12 - reviews
Theosophia in Neo-Platonic & Christian 
Lit. (107)6-7 - reviews The Third
City (110)8-10 - (118)10-11

Duncan-Miller, Margaret
- on Elsie Benjamin (67)7

Dunningham-Chapotin, Diana

- on Elder Brother (98)1’1 - (102)11

Dutta, Olive
- Intro to ML study course (16)4-6

Dutta, Rex
- passing of (114)10-11

"Dweller on the Threshold"
"CFL Bulletin" .(18)8 - attacks

aspirant (75)4-5

Earthquakes
- taken as an omen (71)4 - 1990 high
rate of (123)10

East-West Cultural Center
- Sanskrit source materials (64)8

Eastern School
serious study classes (88)9 

reference library (92)12 - "Kalcakra
Research Publications" (94)11

"Eclectic Theosophist"
"What is Your Understanding of 

'Eclectic'" (7)2-4 - "Meaning of
'Eclectic'" (45)4, (45)8 - idea in
"Theosophical Forum" (88)11 - "The
Eclectic Theosophist" (122)2 
"Eclectic Theosophist - A Word from 
the Editor" (last issue in first series) 
(126)12

Ecology
- "Not Anti-Science" (75)4

Echoes of the Orient, Vols. I-HI
- reviews (34)1-2, (37)5, (46)6-7, (51)2,
- "Hero Out of the Antique Ages" (60)1-2
- • (62)6-7 - (64)7 - (67)4-5 -
(69)12 - (103)5-6 - (104)12
(107)12 - (108)9-10 - correction
in Vol. Ill (111)9 - (116)4-5

* 
Eddington, Arthur
- "A Most Rare Vision" (51)3 - world
as mind-stuff (54)4

Edge, Henry T.
"Making Our Religion Real" (11)1 

"..Ancient Symbolism" (15)1 - "Man,
Infinite in Essence" (22)1 - "A
Perceptive View" (23)2 - letter from
Judge (24)3-4 - "What Religion Can
Give Us" (25)4 - bio sketch (33)4
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"The Golden Rule" (36)1 - "Man
Descends from - Man" (38)3-4
Theosophy & Christianity (38)6 
"A Man's Real Religion" (42)2-3
"Builders & Plan" (46)3 - "Who Am
I?" (57)2 - heart & head (64)3

"HPB, Leader & Teacher" (65)2,15 
"Truth Has Struck Home" (66)2 

"Circle of Our Destiny" (67)2-3 
"This Wider View" (68)1 - "Heart
Doctrine" (72)5 - "Origin of Speech"
(73)10 - "Perpetually Renewed" (75)4

"Carlyle on Karma" (79)3-4 -Astral 
Light (80)7-8 - "A Vast..Philosophy"
(83)2 - "How to Be Young Though Old"
(85) 5-6 - "Initiator of New Era"
(87)1-2  - "Fate" (88)4 - "United
Yet Independent" (89)2-3 - "Silence"
(91)4_5  _ "whole & Parts" (97)4-5

"An Epitath" (99)3-4 - "Builders
of Fate" (103)9 - "My 44 Years of
Theosophy" (104)2-3 - "..Speaks of
HPB" (106)2 - "Love" (112)5-6
"On Concentration" (118)3 - "The
Self Beyond Self" (121)5-6 - "Obiter
Dicta: Casual Remarks" (123)7—8

Editing of Theosophical Literature
- of Voice of the Silence (9)2-3, (10)7,
(76)11  - GdeP's Dialogues (21)2-3,
(100) 10-11 - of Man in Evolution
(41)3-4 - of Wachtmeister' s
Reminiscences (42)5 - false Besant
footnote on Pratyekas in SD (56)1

E.S.  Instructions in Vol. Ill of 
SD (60)3 - deletions in Esoteric
Writings of T. Subba Row (69)9, (70)9 

in Five Years of Theosophy (69)9
- doubtful authorship on HPB chronology
article (71)1 - HPB Hebrew term 
(73)4-5 - GdeP policy on (76)9, 
(112)9-10 - errata in BCW XIII (83)9

in Sinnett's Incidents in Life of 
HPB (85)10 - "Thersites of
Freethought" (85)10-11 - of Esoteric
Buddhism (86)7 - SD Reference Series
(86) 7-8 - "..Blavatsky Source
Materials" (87)6-7 - of Zohar articles
by HPB (89) 12 - letters from Mahatmas
(101) 1, (103)12 - pagination in Isis
(106) 8-9 - proofing HPB quotes
(107) 3-4 - Leadbeater's "Martians"
(109)11  - presumption of editing
HPB' s works (113)8-10 - translation
of Besant article (117)5-8 - of GdeP’s
books (121)11 - policy for Blavatsky

Collected Letters (122)7-8 - of
references to Win. Judge in HPB works
(125) 4

Editorial Articles & Comment
on Dubbink's model for Theosophical 

Movement History (16)2 - on Purucker
Centenary (19)1, (20)1 - on "Theosofia"
(23)7 - on Liberal Catholic Church
(26)6-7 - review of Intro to Esoteric
Principles (47)5 - pen-names of Win.
Judge & others (63)4 - "150th
Anniversary" (65)1 - "A True Altruism"
(67)1 - on nuclear war (69)1 - "Note
for Those Who Remember K. Morris" (70)10 

on HPB chronology article (71)1
on spurious Hare document in Brit. 

Museum Mahatma Letters file (78)1

Edman, Irwin
- "Sense of Duty" (94)8

Edmonton T. S.
- publications (98)9, (122)9

Eek, Alice
- passing of (69)10-11

Eek, Sven
- "Win. Q. Judge - Tulku" (122)6-7

Egenes, Ulemas
- Intro to Sanskrit (114)12, (115)11,
(126) 10

Egmond, Daniel van
reviews Proceedings: SD2 (89)8-9

- reviews Inner Group Teachings (92)8-9

Eiseley, Loren
- "A Man to Remember" (124)10

Eklund, Dara
-"Blavatsky Archives of Zirkoff"
(75)8-10, (76)9-10 - "Blavatsky Source
Materials" (87)6-7 - on SD symposium
(91)9-10 "Note on Echoes III’.'
(103)5-6 reviews Reincarnation
Explored (107)7-8 on Echoes III
(107)12 - "Visionists & Revisionists"
(111)6-7 "Teachings on After-Death"
(117)1-3 "One & the Same Source"
(118)3-4 "About the BCW..Index"
(122)8

Elder Brother
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"Opportunity & Challenge" (74)3-5
"Elder Brother Reviewed" (74)11

- letters on (75)12, (97)12, (98)10-11, 
(99)11

Elementals
- Gods & Elementals (23)7

Emerson, Ralph
- on language (36)4 - tribute on
centenary (73)9 - "Let Him Hush!"
(77)3  - "American Philosopher" (95)6
- on "karma" (99)6 - "Beware!" (100)7

Sage from Concord (100)12 - on
the heroic (101)11

Encyclopedic Theosophical Glossary
- plan of publication (3)4 - history
of (6)2 - some definitions from (21)3-4

note on possible publication (33)8 
letters on (40)6-7 - world-wide

inquiries (72)11 - GdeP reference
to planned publication (91)5 
finished at GdeP's death (113)8 
still unpublished (116)11 - Tyberg
on (118)7

Endersby, Victor
"Occult Aspects of Political 

Manipulation thru Hypnosis" (11)5-6
Hall of Magic Mirrors (14)7, 

(111)10-11 - on ML (17)5-6 - retreat
held (17)7 - "The 1975 Question"
(18)1-2 - "Library Rebuilt" (77)11
- passing of (109)11

Epictetus
- Dialogue in Common Sense (24)7

Errata
- in #24 (27)8 - in #67 (68)12 -
in #78 (79)12 - in #97 (99)12 -
in #99 (101)5 - in #103 & #104 (105)10
- in #112 (114)11 - in #118 (119)8
- in #119 (121)12 - in #123 & #124
(125)10

Escudero, Bing
- "Light of Lights" (93)6

Esoteric Sections
- "What it Was, What it Is" (54)2-3

"Concealment to Publicity" (54)5-6 
"HPB's Esoteric Instructions" (60)3 
error in color chart (70)11 

training, purpose (75)6 - "Center

Consciousness in Heart" (78)2-3
"HPB on Esoteric Knowledge" (80)11 

Inner Group Teachings (92)8-9,
(97) 8-9, (106)10-11 - harmony vital
(98) 3 - GdeP's Dialogues (100)11

"12 Esoteric Studies" (12 Vols. -
GdeP's) (95)2, (101)6-9 - Judge's 
Esoteric Suggestions & Aids (103)5-6
- "Secret Teachings" (105)1-2 - HPB
on teachings (107)1 - HPB on secrecy
(110)2

Ethics
- "Foundation for Ethics" (28)5

Evans, Walter
- "Notes from an Indian Diary" (39)5-6

Evans-Wentz, Walter Y.
- biography (60)7

(3)3
3 levels in 

Darwinian/Theosophical 
(30)3-4, (35)3
- Man" (38)3-4 

(41)3-4
(46) 3
(47) 2-3 
Theosophical 
on spiritual

10

Evolution
Theosophy/science 

"creationism" (14)5 
human (16)3
(16)7  - Darwinism

"Man Descends Fran 
Man and Evolution 

"Builders and Plan" 
Intelligence Came First 
Roszak on HPB's (50)5 
points (64)4 - biologist
(66)3 - "Origin of Speech" (73)10
- inseparable from other concepts (87)5

Farrell, Evangeline D.
- reviews Twelve Signs of the Zodiac 
(32)5

Farthing, Geoffrey
"Workings of the Universe" (13)2 
"Eternal Now" (18)4-5 - "Collected

Writings of HPB" (19)4 - Life, Death
& Dreams (24)7 - Wisdom Religion (39)7

Exploring the Great Beyond (54)6-7 
"Group-Soul Question" (76)3-4

"As One Grows Older" (81)4-5 - "Outline
of Esoteric Science: 13 Tapes" (85)8 

"TO Promote Unity of the Movement" 
(100)8 - on networking proposal (101)5,
(105)11 - response to "Open Letter
to Leaders" (.115)9 - on original
Teachings (117)11

'’Fate’’
- review and response on Meade's Madame
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Blavatsky (68)11

Fausset, Hugh P.
- "Goal of the Quest" (93)3-4

Fay, Mary
- Theosophist & Educator (23)8

"Fire-Walking
- "Fire-Walkers of Mt. Takao" (22)4-5

Fogarty, Robert S.
- reviews California Utopia (56)6-7

Fonhof, Franz
- on original Teachings (12)7-8 
passing of (86)11

Forray, Bret
"The Perennial Wisdom.(video 

production) (125)2-3

France
- early T.S. crisis (106)6-7 - HPB
letters to A. Amould (116)3-4, (117)4-8

Fraternization (see "Networking")
- Coats on (28)1-2, (118)9 - started
by GdeP (29)6-7 - "A Spiritual Unity"
(53)2-4 - On Tour With GdeP (57)6-7

centenary meeting (77)2 - GdeP
European tour (82)11 - "Fraternization

Networking" (85)1—5 - "European
Journey" (85)11-12 - "Theosophical
Fraternization" (87)11 - (94)11-12

"First Faint Signs" (95)1 •- in
1950's (96)8-9 - "Leadership" (98)6

"A Timeless Process" (100)8-9 
letter (109)11-12 - "The Ideal"
(119)2-3

Freedom
- "Am. Theosophist" special issue (15)6

Freemasons
- principles of (36)8

Freitag, Dr. K.
- "Living Theosophy - Theosophia" (8)1-2

Fuller, Buckminster
- on "God" (67)3

Fuller, Jean Overton
- Blavatsky & Her Teachers (106)11,
(107)11, 108)10, (109)8-9, (114)8

- Comte de Saint Germain (109)8-9

Fullerton, Alexander
- "..Enduring & Surpassing Value" (55)2-3

Fussell, H. Alexander
- "So-Called Fate" (79)6

Gale, Maureen
- reviews Sanskrit Keys (40)6, (79)8

Gandhi, Indira
- at Adyar T.S. (78)10

Gaspard-Huit, Pierre
L'llluminatrice, Helena Blavatsky

(111)9-10

Gaudette, Merton
article ' in magazine on Pt. Loma 

Community (46)8

Geiger, Henry
- passing of (111)8 - tribute in "Utne
Reader" (114)6

Genme, Roger L.
- "S.W. District Newsletter" (125)6-7

Genius
- no biological explanation (13)4 
why sometimes unbalanced (24)6

Geology
- geological ages & man (41)4

Geometry
- Mathematics of the Cosmic Mind (3)3-4

Geometry of Art & Life (47)4
By the Holy Tetraktys! (74)9-10

Gilmour, Dorita
- "Doctrine of Ancient Wisdom" (44)2-3

"God”
Buckminster Fuller on (67)3 

"Principle, not 'Humanized Figure'"
(78)2  - "Simply - Divine Being" (83)5

as no-thing (93)5 - "Together &
Alone in the Absolute" (100)2-3
belief in is spiritual limitation 
(124)5-7

Godwin, Jocelyn
- 'Mystery of the Seven Vowels (122)8
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Goethe
- on commitment (120)11

Golden Dawn
- dangerous practices (45)6

Gomes, Michael
- Letters of HPB to Coues (85)9, (94)9

"Coulomb Case" (87)10 - Dawning
of the Theosophical Movement (105)9 
"Making of the SD" (108)3 - history
series in "Canadian Theosophist" 
(119)8-9 "Anagarika Dharmapala.."
(126)10

Goppel-Visscher, Nicolette
- passing of (85)10

Gower, Dudley
- reviews Golden Threads in the Tapestry 
of History (45)7

Grail
- Grail Yoga (36)6-7 - "Grail Mystery"
(126)4

Gray, Hugh
- on "Open Letter to Leaders" (113)1

Greenwait, Emmett A.
- California Utopia: Pt. Loma Community
(43)1-2, (45)7, (47)6-7, (49)5-6,
(54)7-8, (56)6-7, (64)6 - "The Rise
of Katherine Tingley" (43)1-2 
reviews Wisdom of the Heart (55)6-7

Gregorio, Cleo Z.
- "Total Commitment" (22)5

Griffith, Mollie
"Gifts of Theosophy" (60)5-6 

passing of (60)7

"Group Soul"
plants don't exhibit (23)6 

"Group-Soul Question" (72)10 
"Group-Soul Re-Examined" (7.6) 3-4

Guenther, H.
- translations of Tibetan works (11)7

Guignette, Jean-Paul
- "Bibliography of Biographical Studies 
on HPB" (87)9

Gurdjieff, G. I.

- Basic Self-Knowledge (13)5 - Charles
Tart on (100)5

Guru
- inner & outer (51)2-3 - "Idolatry
& Leadership" (99)4-5 - "Inner
Recognition" (100)1-2

Guthrie, Kenneth Sylvan
- Pythagorean Sourcebook (104)6, (122)9

H., L. P.
- reviews Wisdom of Lao-tse (18)6-7

Haerter, Qimi
- passing of (35)5

Hall, Manly
- booklet with list of writings (122)11
- laments degeneration of the T.S. (121)8
- "Am. Needs Real Leadership" (126)4-5

Hanmon, Ralph
"Modern Science & Ancient Wisdom" 

(82)9-10

Hanson, Virginia
- on GdeP (22)3 - Masters & Men (63)5-6

"Compassion" (73)1 - "Why Study
the Three Fundamentals" (97)1-3 
the great choice (98)3 - Subba Row
Medal to (119)8

Harris, Iverson L.
bio sketch (2)2 - "Commonsense

Approach to 1975" (5)1, (71)9 - "Mme
Blavatsky: Facts Vs. Falsehoods.."
(11)2-5 - "Tao-Teh-King" (13)1
"Ideal & the Actual" (14)2 - reviews
The Occult (14)6 - "HPB's Challenge"
(16)1 - "On Unification" (17)3
reviews Mahatmas & Their Letters (18)6 

Wisdom of Laotse (18)6-7
"1975 - Faith or Knowledge?" (20)6-7
- reviews Tao-Teh-King (20)7 - reviews
Insights for Age of Aquarius (21)6-7

Theosophy Under Fire (21)7, (47)7
"Time" magazine & HPB (22)8 

"Rational Approach to 1975" (23)5
"..K.T. & Pt. Loma" (24)1-3, (25)5-7

"Guilty" (on HPB dictiojiary entry) 
(26)3 - Pt. Loma Community student
(30) 8 - reviews When Daylight Comes
(31) 7 - letter to Coats (32)2
"Forgotten Facts of Theosophical History" 
(34)3-4 - on Geoffrey Shurlock (35)5
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- on Peter Stoddard (35)5-6 - reviews
Grail Yoga (36)6-7 - on reunification
(36) 4-5 - "..History Clarified"
(37) 2-3 - on DeCamp falsehoods (38)7-8

"Flash-Back to a Significant 
Historical Event" (39)6-7 - events 
on Judge's passing (42)7 - passing 
& bio sketch (51)8 - tributes to
(52)6-8 - "SDHS Receives Art
Collection" (55)1 - bio material
(119)3 - "Opposite of Death is Birth"
(119)3-4

Harrison, Vernon
revokes "Hodgson Report" in SPR 

publication (94)4-5

Hart, Eloise
"Discovery - Within" (50)5 

"Something Within Understands" (58)3

Hartman, Franz
- European groups (14)8 - Adept letter
to (92)6

Hartmann, Carl H.
- Damodar letter to (88)1-2, (112)6

Hastings, Beatrice ■
- writings in defense of HPB (82)11

Hatha-Yoga
- GdeP on (75)7 - (95)4-5

Head, Joseph
- "Book of Golden Precepts" (71)5

Health
- HPB on (75)6

Heart Doctrine
- "What is Meant by.." 16)2-3, (51)1-2

"Heart-Doctrine" (72)5 - heart
& head necessary (77)1 - "A Vast
Difference Between.." (83)3-4

Heck, Katherine G.
- reviews "Am. Theosophist" sp. issue
(23)6 - reviews Gayatri: Religious
Practice of Hindus (30)7 - reviews
Cloud Nine: on Educational Philosophy
(32)5  - "What's the Use of Symbolism?"
(34)5 - reviews In Harmony With Nature
(40)6 - reviews wm. Blake: Seer &
Visions (47)4 - reviews Visions of
Heaven & Hell (48)6 - reviews

Listen..the Speaking Heart (64)6 
reviews Sense of Values (64)6 
"Fantasy is Real" (on K. Morris book) 
(69)7-8 - reviews Once Around the
Sun (72)6 - reviews BCW XIII (74)9

(96)11 - reviews Sayings of the
Ancient One (97)9

Hedonism
- "Decline in Taste" (121)5

Heija-Ekins, April
"The Perennial Wisdom.." (video 

production) (125)2-3

Heija-Ekins, Jerry
- "Are We Chained to the Past?" (93)1

"Stray Thoughts" (95)8-9 - The
Perennial Wi sdom.." (video production)
(125)2-3

Heindel, Max
- HPB & the SD (121)8-9

"Hermes"
"Both Wisdom & Method" (36)2 

"Trailing Clouds of Glory" (44)5 
purpose behind life (51)4 - "Ammonius
Saccas - Theodidaktos" (53)5 
"Incommunicable Secret" (55)4 - "Tao
Through Tao" (57)3-4 - Biographies
of the Esoteric Great Series (63)7

"All Present in Alexandria" (66)2-3 
"Julian, Emperor of Rome" (68)3 

"Discipline & Sacrifice" (69)6 
"Rhythm of One's Life" (70)4 - "The
Eclipse" (71)3 - biographical sketch
(76)11 - Symbols Series - "The Owl"
(80)6 - "Aeschylus" (82)7 - "The
Soundless Sound" (83)2-3 - "The Voyage"
(86)2 - becoming a creator (87)4-5

"Message of the Bell" (88)4 - "Fire
of Self-Consciousness" (90)2-3 - on
elementals (107)8

"High Country Theosophist"
- Dead Sea Scrolls (126)5

Hinduism
- Gayatri (30)7

"Hinduism Today"
- Intro to Sanskrit (120)9

History
- Golden Threads in Tapestry of History

14.



(39)7, (45)7

Hitchcock, James
- reviews "Am. Theosophist" sp. issue
(26)5 - on future evolution (28)4-5

"Hodgson Report"
- defenses against (11)2-3 - Hall
of Magic Mirrors (14)7, (111)10-11
- Obituary; Hodgson Report (29)8, (46)8

"Mme Blavatsky Unveiled?" (78)11, 
(93)4-5 - refutation in SPR Journal
by Harrison (84)11, (94)4-5, (96)9-10
- "Coulomb Case 1884-1984" (87)10

Hodson, Geoffrey
Music Forms (45)6-7 - passing

of (75)11 - Occult Diary (113)11-12

Hooker, Ian
- "Plato's School & Afterwards" (73)8

Hoskins, Ianthe H.
"On Discrimination" (40)2 

"Intelligence Came First" (46)4 
Foundations of Esoteric Philosophy 
(60)8, (81)12 - reviews New Testament
Commentaries (118)9-10 - "HPB
Messenger of Light" (124)1

Howe, Quincy, Jr.
- Reincarnation for Christians (94)3-4

Hully, Eva
- "Paracelsus" (83)5

Humphreys, Christinas
- "Mahatma Letters to Sinnett" (10)4-5

reviews Encyclopedia of Buddhism
(17)5  - article on (33)7 - Buddhist
Society in England (43)3 - reviews
On, Secret of Ahbor Valley (66)5 -
passing & tribute .(76)11 - list of
his books (77)12 - "Talk on Radio.."
(77)6-8 - "..on Writings of GdeP"
(103)7-8

Hypnosis
"Occult Aspects of Political 

Manipulation.." (11)5-6 - in Dynamics
of Psychic World (15)6 - hypnotic
regression (39)1-2

Ideas
- "Immortal Ideas" (30)2 - "World
of Ideas" (62)1 - world thought-stream

1 (66)3 - "Universal Ideas We Study"
(90)1 - "Ideals & Ideas" (92)2-3
- "We Could Sweep the World.." (102)1

Individualism
- dangers of (27)1

Initiation
- Clothed With the Sun (13)1 - at
Winter Solstice (19)1, (44)1, (50)3
- Christian crucifixion symbology (21)5,
(74)1 - in ancient Egypt (43)4 - 
Judge on (48)1 - "Daily Initiations"
(49)2 - "Descent Into Hades" (78)3

Egyptian Book of the Dead (83)1 
"Dirge for the Dead in Life" (83)7-8

- times of (84)1-2 - "Receiving Light"
(96)6-7 - H.N.Stokes on (103)2-3
"Shocks" (121)6-7

International Study Center for 
Independent Search for Truth
- in Holland (89)4

Isis Unveiled
- centennial edition (2)1-3 - "How
Isis Was Written" (9)2 - "Studies 
in Isis" (31)5-6 - how written (41)1-2
- writing plan (43)5-6 - Abridgement
of (44)1 - "Centenary: Isis Unveiled"
(45)4-5

Islam
- in Golden Threads (49)8 - "A Turkish
Effendi on Islam.." (120)4-5

Jaeger, Werner
-• "Everyone a Teacher" (92)3-4

Jahn, Walter
- on "Open Letter to Leaders" (113)2-3

Jaqua, Mark
- "Uranus & Neptune" (103)6-7 - reviews
Kuthumi on Selfhood (110)10 - reviews
Hall of Magic Mirrors (111)10-11 
reviews Pythagorean Sourcebook (122)9

Jensen, Hjalmar
- reviews Mystery of Seven Vowels (122)8

Joan of Arc
- coincidences with HPB (26)3

Johnson, Paul
"Theosophical History Conference"
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(96)7-8 - ’reviews Blavatsky & Her
Teachers (109)8-9 - reviews Comte
de St. Germain (109)8-9 - "..Richard
Burton, HPB & Theosophy" (120)6-7
- In Search of the Masters (125)8

Johnston, Charles
conversation with HPB on hypnotism 

(15)6 - on HPB (125)2
I

Judaism
- Hebrew term (73)4-5 - astrology
& cycles (62)2, (63)3-4

(46)5, (111)2-3
of T.S. (14)7

Movement" (15)2-3 
Masters' Help be Withdrawn.."
- ULT booklets by (23)7, (27)7-8, 
(41)7-8, (43)7-8 - letter to

HPB New Year card 
"In Justice 

"Foundation for 
on Masters' methods 

acknowledgements at World 
"Synthesis 

Coats

Judge, William Quan
- on capital punishment (9)sup, (16)6,
(36)1-2,  (46)5, (111)2-3 - as
co-founder of T.S. (14)7 - "The
Theosophical 
"Will 
(17)1 
(28)5,
H.T.Edge (24)3-4 
facsimile (26)1 
to..Judge" (28)2 
Ethics" (28)5 -
(31)6
Congress (32)1-2, (35)7 
of Occult Science" (33)1-2 
on (33)2-3 -
All Religions"
(36)3, 
(39)5 
(42)7

on 
Case" 
Initiation' 
Convention
- "First

Leaven

If

"Pts. of Agreement on 
(34)5 - on Sanskrit

K.H. letter to 
around his death 

" (46)3-4 
"Judge 

"..Daily 
1st Am.

, (123)8
(53)4 -

' (54)5
(56)3
Week" (57)4 
" (58)3

"Hero 
(60)1-2 
'Till Death 
"Theosophy 

"What 
Sinnett 

Enemies.." 
Olcott & 

(93)11 
- "Proofs 

(95)7-8 
(98)1 
on duty

(113)10-11 
events

"Freedom' from Dogma' 
brotherhood (47)6 
pamphlet (48)8 

" (49)2 - at
(51)1, (110)2-3,

Faint Vibrations" 
"TO Leaven the Mind.." 
"Psychic Powers" I
"Self-Discipline.. for a 

"Soul's Recollections' 
"The Wandering Eye" 
of the Antique 
"Pen-Names of.." 
& After, 
Generally Stated" 
Theosophy 
on (85)10 
(91)2 -
Besant admit they wronged 
"Judge Case" (93)11, (99)1-2 
of the Hidden Self" 
"Doctrines vs. Phenomena" 
on his status ((99)1-2

(59)2-3 
Ages" 

(63)4 -
HPB" (65)15-16 -

(74)2-3
is for.." (80)2 

"Friends or
HPB on (92)5 -

•«<

i
(99)6  - "The Esoteric She (99)7-8

"Suicide not Death" (100)3-5
Biography (100)10 - "We Could Sweep
the World.." (102)1 - HPB letters
to (104)4-5, (106)5-6, (121)3 - "Strong
Conviction is Not Dogmatism" (119)4
- Letters That Have Helped Me (119)11 

"Only His Body is Dead" (120)7-8
- as a Tulku (122)6-7 - The Esoteric
She (123)10 - "The Case for Mr. Judge"
(planned publication) (125)4

K. H.
- "Warning & Prediction" (21)1 - on
Blavatsky (27)5 - letter to Judge
(39)5 - facsimile of letter (74)6-8

on magnetic sympathy (79)7 - on
apprehension (84)3 - "Service to that
Supreme Spirit Alone" ("1900 Letter")
(101)1 - letter to Olcott (106)6-7
- "Flame & Log of Wood" (118)1

K., W.
"Theosophical History" (107)9-10

- "The Judge Case" (110)4-5

Kagan, Paul
- "..Pt. Loma Community" (19)5-6

Kalevala
- Finnish sacred book (22)8

Kali-Yuga
- "After the Kali-Yuga-?" (35)3-4
opportunity in (37)1 - "black with
horrors" (74)8 - "Its What We Do
With.." (119)4

Kama-Rupa
- Endersby on (20)8 - misunderstandings
about (24)7 - cremation doesn't affect
(38)5

Kamerling, Bruce
- article on Pt. Loma Com. (62)6

Kannan, Dr. A.
- One Life & Functional Form (26)4-5

"Theosophy Science Group" (76)6-7
- (103)11

Karma
"About Karma.." (10)5-6 - "When

the Teaching..is Realized" (25)4 
Doctrine of Karma (27)6-7 - &
post-mortem existence (32)3 - Judge
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pamphlet (33)8 - in Desatir (34)7
& slavery (38)5 - on delaying

or speeding (46)4 - "What Karma is
Not" (58)2 - HPB on (68)5 - "Carlyle
on Karma" (79)3-4 - "So-Called Fate"
(79)6 - "Free-Will, Karma &
Reincarnation" (80)2-3 - "Builders
of Fate" (103)9 - & Narada (120)1-4
- "On Death, Analogy, Karma.." (126)6-7

Keely, John E. W.
- Keely symposium (111)9

Kell, Wane
- "Notes & Reviews of the SD" (106)8-9,
(107)3-4, (108)4-5 - "Did 'Judge
Case' Begin While HPB Was Alive?"
(111)4-5  - "Curriculum for Immortals" 
(115)5-6 - on "Open Letter to Leaders"
(115)10 - "More on 'Prophecy'" (117)11

on Kali-Yuga (119)4 - "Five
Questions about Theosophy.." (121)3-4 

(121)11 - "A Federation of All
Theosophists" (122)2-4 - "..Spirit
Left to Starve" (124)11 - "On Death,
Analogy.. Brotherhood" (126)6-7

Khayyam, Omar
- "Islamic Poet & Sage" (48)5

Kieniewicz, Paul M.
- reviews Mythical Astronomy of the 
Ancients (25)7

Kijff, G. J.
"Significance of the Esoteric 

Philosophy" (41)2-3

King, W. R.
- guiding ideas (43)8

Kingsford, Anna
"One Hundred Years Ago" (76)8-9

- Mahatma on (112)7

Kingsland, William
- The Real H.P.Blavatsky (9.7)3-4

Kiu-te, Books of
"Books of. Kiu-te Identified" (67)4 
"Kiu-te Project" (72)10, (75)11

"..in the Tibetan Buddhist Tantras" 
(77)9-10

Knoche, Grace F.
- "Brotherhood in Thought & Deed" (26)6

T.S. president (29)7 - "Vision
of Cosmic Dimension" (82)4-5 - on
Farthing networking proposal (102)4—5 

on "Open Letter to Leaders" (113)3

Kohva, Sylvi
Finnish translations (22)8, (25)8,

(43)8

Kok, D. J.
- Netherlands T.S. history & activities
(17)8 - "Updating Teachings?" (54)3-4
- Protectors of Mankind (64)8 - "The
Insidious Danger" (on suicide) (78)10-11

- passing of (94)9

- passing of (88)12 "What Are We
Doing for Humanity?" (89)4-5 "In
Memory of D.J.P. Kok" (90)8-9

Kramer, Katherine P.
- passing of (81)12

Krishnamurti 
proclaimed "World Teacher" (93)5

Kronberg, Staffan J.
- passing of (81)12

Krotona School of Theosophy
- courses listed throughout - Krotona
of Old Hollywood (114)7 - history
(119)10-11

Kruse, Rhoda E.
- reviews California Utopia (47)7

Kunz, Dora
- "Newsweek" correction (33)7

Kynaston, Dianne K.
- Australian SD Conference (93)12

Lancri, S.
- "Grail Mystery" (126)4

Language
- "Withered Language" (36)4

Larson, Gunnar
- "Our First Goal" (120)8

Last Quarter of Century
"Last Quarter" (10)4 - Master's

help & (17)1-2 - "1975 Question"
(18)1-2  - "1975 - Faith or Knowledge?"
(20)6-7  - special activity during
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(21)5  - "HPB & 1975 Messenger" (23)2-3
"Rational Approach to 1975.." (23)5

- "Special 25 Year Cycle" (76)6

Lauber, Erica
- T.S. in Russia (119)10

Laudahn, William R.
- "Doctrines & Life Styles" (48)3-4
- on ancient & modern Theosophy (79)11

"Simply - Divine Being" (83)5
"A Wise Man" (89)5-6 - on SD symposium
(90)9-10 - "Liberation Theosophy"
(93)5-6  - "Where is Theosophical
Unity?" (98)4-5 - "Together & Alone
in the Absolute" (100)2-3 - on
Farthing networking proposal (102)4

"God, Self & Paradise" (103)3-5 
"Fight Fundamentalism with

Fundamentalism" (107)5-6 - Human
& Divine Universe (111)1 - "Lighted
Shadow.." (114)2-4, (118)1-3 - "Self
Unseen, Void & I" (122)5-6

Laughlin, J. J.
- The Golden Key (45)8, (92)12

Lauppert, Dr. Norbert
- on GdeP (22)3

Laya-Centers
- and black holes (27)3 - (41)5-6
- "Black Holes & Quasars" (61)3-4.

Lazenby, Charles
- bio material in "Canadian Theosophist" 
(110)12

Leadbeater, Charles
psychic teachings not Theosophy 

(10)3-4 - former member on L.C.C.
(16)2 - "The Liberal Catholic
Church.." (26)6-7 - "martians" (36)7
- & occult research (40)5-6 - differs
from HPB on Sanskrit (44)6-7 - Elder
Brother biography (60)7, (97)10, (98)10

"Why Leadbeater?" • (72)10 
"Opportunity & Challenge.." (74)3-5
- L.C.C. priest (100)10

LeGros, George C.
"As Another Year Begins" (8)1 

"For All that Lives" (36)3 - ".’.Half
Human in an Inhuman World" (38)3 
"The Ending Year" (43)6 - "House
on the Bridge" (59)7 - "Black Holes

& Quasars" (61)3-4 - on messianic
cycle (63)6 - "Invocation" (71)7

"From an Inner Knowing" (75)8 
"Theosophy & Quantum Theory" (77)4 

"Appointment in Samarra" (78)3 
"Going Home" (79)7 - "Autumn Night"
(83)10 - "The Great Illumination"
(88)3 - "Fundamentally One" (93)7
- "Loving Our Enemies" (94)3 - "Sonnet
to Pt. Loma" (94)7 - "Amazing Monads"
(98)1-2 - (100)10 - passing of
(104)11 - "Be a Propagandist" (105)5

Lentz, Bernard
- on "hierarchy" (83)12

Leonard, H. Percy
- "Pool that Lost Itself" (90)7

Leslie-Smith, L. H.
- "Last Quarter" (10)4 - Universal
Flame (33)5-6 - reviews California 
Utopia (54)7-8 - passing of (74)12
- 100 Years of Modern Occultism (102)7-9

Lester, Leonard
- "We Are Slowly Emerging" (92)1-2

Lewis, Hilda
- on fraternization (109)11-12

Liberal Catholic Church
- former member on (16)2 - incongruent
with Theosophy (23)3-4 - "..& T.S."
(26)6-7  - not Theosophical organization
(100)10

Libraries
- Adyar Libray (2)3, (42)8 - T.S.,
Miami (18)7 - Canadian contribution
program (91)11, (93)11 - Eastern
School (92)12 - Temple Artisan (92)12
(see "Point Loma Pub. & Archives")

Linne, Lilo
- "Drugs & Effect on the Soul" (3)2-3

Linne, Mary
- passing of (86)11

Little, Dwayne L.
"Katherine Tingley.." (99)9-10

"The Theosophist as Reformer" (100)5-6

Long, James A.
- T.S. president (29)7
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"Lotus Bleu"
Damodar letter (88)1-2 - (98)9
(100)12 - interview on networking

(102)5-7 - issue on SD (105)10
interview with R. Bumier (107)2-3,
(112)11  - W.E.Small letter (113)5-7

"Salute to 'Le Lotus Bleu'" (117)8-9
- "One Hundred Years Old" (119)5

Luria, Isaac
- kabbalist (73)9

M.
- letter to Franz Hartman (92)6

Mabinogion
- Welsh classic (69)7

MacAlpin, Miles
- Book of the Living (111)1-2

MacGregor, Geddes
- Reincarnation in Christianity (48)5,
(49)5  - interview with (109)4-6

Machell, Cora Lee
- passing of (18)7 - "Lomaland that
Was & Is" (18)8

Machell, Montague A.
"Valor Incarnate" (5)3 

"Interplanetary Thinking" (11)1 
-passing of (28)7 - on "CFL Bulletin"
(71)10-11

MacLaine, Shirley
- Out on a Limb (98)6-7, (99)11-12,
(109)12

Maddock, Tony
- on SD symposium (91)10

Mahatmas
don't control students (15)5 

the path towards (22)5-6 - Masters
& Men (63)5-6 - aversion to personal
concerns (68)6-9 - ''Adeptship &
Powers" (72)2-3 - false statements
in British Museum ML file (78)1 
Dream of Ravan (79)10 - "Portraits
of Masters" (118)5-6 - "A Turkish
Effendi.." (120)4-5 - "..Purpose
of Occult Brotherhood" (124)5-7

Mahatma Letters
- origin and publishing (10)4-5

study course in (15)8 - translations
(15)8 - Intro to study course (16)4-6

"Jupiter" confusion (17)5-6
Mahatmas & Their Letters (18)6 - study
course additions (18)8 - march of
new ideas (45)3-4 - "Tower of Infinite
Thought" (53)1 - "Daily Duty" (72)4-5

facsimile (74)6-7 - lines deleted
in (74)7 - details of precipitation
(77)10-11 - "Who Wrote the ML?" (78)1

"Truth is One" (80)1 - Pasadena
archives (83)12 - Hanson Study Guide
(87)11 - loyalty to the Idea (89)1

"Kiddle Incident" (92)9 - "Service
to That Supreme Spirit Alone" (101)1
- writing of (116)5-6

Mahatma Letters Trust
- (77)10-11 - "Job Completed" (79)9,11
- color copies of originals (83)11

Malpas, Philip A.
- bio material (41)5 - work in Germany
(71)8-9

"Manas"
- on Wm. Blake (52)4 - on Editor Henry
Geiger (114)6

Manske, Hetty Dekker
- passing of (46)8

Martin, P. W.
- "The Right Thing Comes" (100)7

Massey, C. C.
- early HPB letter (78)9-10

Mater, Ingrid van
- "Healthy Exchange of Views" (89)2

Mater, John P. van
- "Chronology Problem" (44)5-6

Mater, Kirby van
- Invitation to the SD (112) 10-11

Mathematics
- Mathematics of the Cosmic Mind (3)3-4
- "Cosmic Rhythms & Logarithms" (84)4-5

Mavalankar, Damodar K.
- "... a Theosophical Mystery" (81)8-10

letter to C. Hartmann (88)1-2, (112)6
- * "Identify With Nature Through 
Humanity" (125)4
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Maxwell, Michael
- passing of (49)7

McDavid, Doss
- "Creative Power" (75)8

Mead, G. R. S.
- compiled Theosophical Glossary (15)8

translation of Pistis Sophia (76)4
- Human & Divine Universe (111)1

Meditation
- Freitag on (14)7-8 - Cassim on
(27)5  - negative aspects (92)4

Merchant, Francis
- "Two Tales" (40)4-5 - "Dream of
a Snowflake" (45)5 - "Arcane Stories"
(59)4-5 - "Phenomenology of an Onion"
(76)5

"Messenger of 1975"
- commonsense approach (5)1 - (6)4

"1975 Question" (18)1-2 - what 
form? (21)5 - "HPB & 1975 Messenger"
(23)2-3  - "Rational . Approach to
1975.." (23)5 - HPB on "20th century
messenger" (24)8 - "Last Quarter"
booklet (31)1-2 - on GdeP & K.Tingley
(61)8 - "coming messiah" complex
(71)9

"Messiah"
- "The Chess Game" (84)6

Meyer, Gene
- passing of (125)7

Microfilm
- copies of articles & "The Theosophist"
(47)6 - gov't sponsored of Tibetan
& Sanskrit manuscripts (117)4

Miller, Henry
- on Blavatsky (34)6

Miller, Jeanine
"Pilgrim & the Way" (87)2-3 

"Theosophy for the Future" (108)1
- "..A tribute to HPB" (125)1-2

Mills, Joy
- "Direct Beholding" (15)1-2 - outer
& inner journey (20)6 - on GdeP (22)3

"Way In is the Way Out" (25)3
- "Higher Octaves of Light" (27)4-5

"Immortal Ideas" (30)2 - at
Centenary (35)11 - "What Have You
Lost?" (36)3 - reviews Psychic Powers
(36) 6 - reviews Reincarnation: A Lost
Chord.. (36)6 - "The Living HPB" (40)1
- reviews Echoes I (46)6-7 - The Human
Journey (51)6-7 - reviews Wisdom of
the Heart (56)6 - "The Transforming
Experience" (77)3 - "Incommunicable"
(83)5 - 100 Years of Theosophy (100)10,
(102)7-9 - "Dogma & Doctrine" (102)2-3

reviews In Search of the Masters 
(125)8

"Mind of the Time"
on evolutionary theory (16)7 

"Firewalkers of Mt. Takao" (22)4-5

Miners, Scott
"Modem Science & Ancient Wisdom" 

(82)9-10

Mistry, Nauzer
- a youth's thoughts (54)8

Mistry, Pervin
- on Om, Secret of Ahbor Valley (64)7

"Letter Fran Papua" (68)3-4 - "An
Appreciation of On" (73)10-11 
Theosophia not psychism (80)4 - reviews
The Devil1s Guard (86)10 - "Letter
from Bombay" (90)5-6 - on Theosophy
as religion (92)10 - "Zend or Senzar"
(98)4 - on "Open Letter to Leaders"
(113)3  - "The Best Teacher" (125)6
- "Tribute to HPB" (126)3-4

Moffett, Blair A.
Continuum Foundation (111)5-6 

"light" as basis of all (48)5

Molijn, Jan
- "Death -. A Birth Celestial" (7)1-2

"New Books.." (19)5 - "Convention
in Holland" (19)6 - "Silent Watcher"
(20)8 - "Theosophy in Holland" (26)7

"Summit Veiled in Clouds" (28)3-4 
"How Reincarnation Changed My Life"

(37) 1-2 - "Fairy-Tale of Reincarnation"
(43)5  - "Can Theosophy be Proved?"
(50) 3-5 - "Memmories of Pt. Loma Pupil"
(51) 4-6 - "From Concealment to
Publicity" (54)5-6 - Everything has
Always Been There (64)8 - reviews
Seeking the Impossible (69)9 
"Theosophy & Our Bright Future" (73)3-4
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- on Books of Kiu-te (77)9-10 - "HPB
in London" (81)2-4 - on Out On a
Limb (98)6-7

Mollenhauer, Bernard
- reviews Mathematics of the Cosmic
Mind (3)3-4 - reviews Psychic
Discoveries Behind Iron Curtain (8)2

reviews sp. issue "Am. Theosophist" 
(15)6 - reviews Nature of Our Seeking
(22)7  - reviews Religious Experience
Research Unit (23)6 - reviews
Revelation of Humanity (25)7 - reviews
Common Sense Philosophy for Man (30)6 

reviews Synthesis of Philosophy 
(33)5 - reviews New Humanism (34)8

reviews Music Forms (45)6-7
reviews Yoga for National At-One-Ment 
(47)4 - reviews The Human Journey
(51)6-7 - Quest for Truth (66)6

Quest for Lasting Peace 
Einstein Peace Award to (96)11

(80)7 .-

Monads
- "Seven Human Groups" (77)5 "Work
& Destiny of Monad" (87)3-4 - "The
Amazing Monads” (98)1-2

Moon
- origin of (18)3-4 Science &
Theosophy on (27)3-4 as a Kama-Rupa
(33)7, (80)5 - role at death (83)6

Moreau, Bnilo B.
- collected works of (42)8

Morgan, Ray
- Misleading Mayavic Ideations (36)8

Morris, Kenneth
- Golden Threads in the Tapestry of
History (39)7, (45)7, (49)8 - Fates
of Princes of Dyfed (57)8 - "The
Eyeless Dragons" (59)5-7 - Through
Dragon Eyes (60)7 - biography (60)7

"..Voyage of Mellow Perfection" 
(66)5 - "Fantasy is the .Real" (69)7-8
- "Equal to Any Task" (70)7-8 - "For
Those Who Remmember K. Morris" (70)10

"Appleseeds & Our Existence" (71)4 
"How to Conduct a Quarrel" (88)4-5

- Talbot Mundy on (88)10 - "Beauty,
Joy, Easter" (92)2 - reviews Queen
Cleopatra (93)8 - unsigned articles
(94) 6-7 - "Microcosm of Macrocosm"
(95) 5 - in anthology (114)10

"Conversation from the Coalfield"
(118) 4-5 - "Parable of the Pudding"
(119) 7 - "Shocks" (121)6-7 - "Motion"
(125)11

Mullik, B. R.
"Spirit of HPB" (44)1-2 - "Centenary:

'Isis Unveiled (45)4-5

Mundy, Talbot
- "Flapdoodle" (22)6 - T.S. officer
(38)7  - works donated (38)7 - The Last 
Adventure Biography (52)5, (60)7, (87)11

"How is a Story Written?" (59)3-4 
"Art of Dying Daily" (60)2-3

Om, Secret of Ahbor Valley (61)1-3, 
(61)7, (62)5, (64)7, (66)5, (73)10-11,
(77)8-9,  (78)8-9, (90)11 - dedication
to Tingley in Om (62)6 - King of Khyber
Rifles (62)6, (89)10 - "Sane, Sure,
Satisfying" (67)3 - bio sketch (70)12

"..Sayings of Tsiang Samdup" (71)11
- "Death, Actor, Stage" (76)2 - "..
Messenger of Destiny" (76)7-8 
"Grant's Biobibliography.." (77)11

"Lama' s Law" (81)5 - "Like the
Sunrise" (86)7 - The Devil1s Guard
(86)10 - Om Dutch translation (86)11

on Kenneth Morris (88)10 -
and the T.S." (93)7-8,12 - Queen
Cleopatra (93)8 - Taves Collection
(100)12 - Taves critical study (110)12
- book on in preparation (126)10

Murdock, Dr. Hugh S.
- reviews Intelligent Universe (86)9-10

Murphet, Howard
- When Daylight Comes (31)7 - "The
Two Legends" (34)2-3

Music
- Dunn compositions to Pt. Loma Archives
(13)4  - Music Forms (45)6-7 - HPB
on music & health (75)6

Myers, Marsha
reviews One Life & Functional Forms 

(26)4-5 - reviews Science & Occultism
(28)6-7

Mythology
- Symbol, Myth, & Metaphor (68)10-11

"Prometheus" (82)7 - Castor & Pollex
(83)2 - Odysseus (86)2 - conference
on (98)8, (99)8
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Narayan, Surendra
- on networking (102)5-7

Nature's Finer Forces
- warning about book (71)8

Nederkovitch, Radovan
- Le Manifeste Theosophique (126)10

Neelakantan, Seetha
-reviews Life's Riddle (53)7-8 
reviews Echoes II (67)4-5

Nelson, Sheryl
- "The Temple in Man" (100)7

Neoplatonism
in "Am. Theosophist" (45)6 

Theosophia in Neo-Platonic.. Literature
(107)6-7

Neo-Theosophy
"Two Schools of Thought" (4)1-2 
"Theosophical 'Ontologies'" (10)2-4

- letters (11)6 - "ontologies" (13)7,
(20)7-8 - "A History of the T.S.?"
(19)2-3  - "L.C.C. & T.S." (26)6-7

Misleading Mayavic Ideations (36)8
- Is This Theosophy? (40)5 - Sanskrit
(44)6-7.  - "Come Up With Your Own"
(52)1  - "Updating the Teachings?"
(54)3-4 - Hodson Occult Diary
(113)10-11 - "Diagnosis - & A Manent
in History" (114)1-2 - "Common Ground"
(117)10-11 - Theosophy_____vs.
Neo-Theosophy (119)9 - Algeo "Am.
Theosophist" article (121)2 - Manly
Hall on (121)8-9 - at variance with
original (123)9 - "Pure &
Unadulterated" (124)10-11

Neresheimer, E. A.
- events on Judge's death (42)7

Networking
on "unification" (17)3, (36)4-5
".. Naturally & Quietly" (89)3-4 
"Opportunity" (91)1 - Younger

Voice Speaks Out" (92)6-7 - "Chained
to the Past?" (93)1 - in Germany
(93)10, (94)10 - conferences
(96)10-11,  (98(9) - "Where is
Theosophical Unity?" (98)4-5 • 
‘'Fraternization has a New Name" (99)1-2

mythology conference (99)8 - GdeP
on (100)6-7 - in "Le Lotus Bleu"

(102)5-7 - Farthing proposal (• 100)8,
(102)4-7, (105)11 - R. Bumier on
(107)2-3 - "Time for a Summit Meeting?"
(107) 4-5 - "Net-Working or
Net-Warping?" (108)7-8 - "Open Letter
to Leaders.." (110)1, (113)1-5,
(115)9-10,  (121)10-11 - "The Real
Tribute Today" (113)5-7

Neuberg, Victor B.
- reviews Complete Works of HPB (31)1

"Newsweek"
-on '75 World Congress (32)2 - prints
correction (33)7

Newton, Issac
- science his sideline to philosophy
(82)9 - Principia (76)3

Nicholson, Shirley
- on evolution (87)5 - "Program for
.. Spiritual Life" (booklet) (117)9-10

Niemand, Jasper
- The Sleeping Spheres (52)5, (80)10-11

"Nineteen Hundred Letter"
- "Service to that Supreme Spirit Alone"
(101)1  - letters (103)12, (104)11-12,
(109)11 - "That 1900 Letter Again"
(108) 6

Noia, Beverly B.
- "Intuitive Approach to the Stanzas 
of Dzyan" (booklet) (117)9-10

Nouien, Rein Ch.
- "Matter of Time & Patience" (43)2-3

Nowalk, Margaret
"Your Definition of Theosophy" (54)8 
"Why Study Theosophy?" (55)6 

The Phenix-Fire Mystery (61)5-6 
"Self-Forgetful Service" (68)4-5 
"Science Approaches Theosophy" (81)5-6 

"Responsible to or for Our Minds?" 
(86)6-7

Nuclear War
"M.A.D. - & Theosophical Answer"

(69)1-3

Nugent, Thanas
- reviews HPB & the SD (6)3 - reviews
Dynamics of the Psychic World (15)6
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reviews sp. issue "Am. Theosophist" 
(17)4-5 - "Devachan & Kama-Rupa"
(19)3-4 - reviews Life, Death, Dreams
(24)7  - reviews Quest for Truth (66)6

Numerology
Numbers: Occult & Mystic Virtues 

(28)5-6, (37)5-6 - Pythagorean
Triangle (41)6 - "The Number 8
(105) 4-5 - HPB on 8s & 9s (115)1-2

Nurrie, Rick
- "A Younger Voice Speaks Out" (92)6-7 
(see "Theosophical Network")

Occultism
- as related to Theosophy (16)6 
"Synthesis of Occult Science" (33)1-2
- "Narrow is the Gate" (88)2-3

Oderberg, Manuel
- on Truth (73)10

Olcott, Henry S.
differences with HPB (12)2-5 

Hammer on the Mountain biography (15)5
- . Applied Theosophy & Other Essays
(38)6 - "Principle, Not 'Humanized
Figure'" (on ' "God") (78)2 - HPB on
(104)4-5 - H.N.Stokes on Old Diary
Leaves (105)6-7 - K.H. letter to
(106) 6-7

Origen
- proponent of reincarnation (94)4

P., C.
status of Theosophical Movement 

(117)10 - on BOW (123)9

Paget, Bridget
reviews What is Theosophy? (58)5-6

Paracelsus
in "7km. Theosophist" (45)6 

"Paracelsus Recognized" (62)2-3 
"Paracelsus" (83)5

Paramitas
- "The 7 (or 10) Portals.." (51)3
- GdeP on (75)7

"Pathways"
- "The Distant Call" (98)3

Paterson, J. G.

"Sanskrit Terms: Their Power to 
Inspire" (36)3-4

Pekelis, Bnanuel
- reviews Secret Life of Plants (23)5-6

method of finding answers (44)8 
"'Rightness' in the Universe" (49)5 

passing of (52)5 - reviews I Send
a Voice (55)7-8

Pelletier, Ernest
"An Open Response" (to networking 

proposal) (113)3-4

Pelt, Gertrude W. van
"When Teaching of Karma is Realized"

(25)4  - Doctrine of Karma (27)6-7
bio sketch (33)4 - "Meaning of

Easter" (116)2-3

Pendarvis, H.
- reviews Doctrine of Karma (27)6-7

reviews Esoteric Substance of
Voltarian Thought (29)3-4

Pendarvis, James
- reviews Wind of the Spirit (86)10-11

"Persian"
- "Freedom Through Adversity" (93)8

"Philippine Theosophist"
- reviews Mahatmas & Genuine Occultism
(20)7

Phillips, Clifford
on early T.S. (17)6 - on Devachan

& Kama-Rupa (19)3 - (30)8 - on
GdeP (32)6-7

Plato
Plato on Man (30) 5-6 - "Light on

Plato" (34)5-6 - Thomas Taylor
translations reprinted (37)4-5 
"Plato's School & Afterwards" (73)8 

"Anamnesis: Recollection" (83)4
- "Circulations of the Soul" (84)2

Platt, Ives
"..Present & Perspective of the 

Future" (114)5, (115)6

Plunmer, L. Gordon
Mathematics of the Cosmic Mind (3)3-4 
"Commonsense Approach to 1975" (5)1
reviews Flying Saucer Viewpoint (13)6
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- reviews Impact of Theosophy & Science
(14)6  - on moon (18)3-4 - "Cry
on the Cross" (21)5 - "Life on Mars 
& Other Planets" (40)2-3 - on black
holes & laya centers (41)5-6 
"Thoughts on Reincarnation" (46)2-3
- reviews Geometry of Art & Life (47)4

"Into Space & Beyond" (63)2-3 
By the Holy Tetraktys! (74)9-10 
Way to the Mysteries (78)12, (121)10,
(125)10 - "Avalokitesvara" (79)4-6

seven sacred planets (80)5
"Cosmic Rhythms & Logarithms" (84)4-5 

Kosmic & Cosmic (90)10 - "In the 
Mainstream" (94)8 - age of the earth
(109) 7 - "Masters of Wisdom.."
(110) 1-2 - "We Learn Fran Analogy"
(123)6-7

Plumpton, Fay
- reviews Man & His Seven Principles
(17) 5 - Devachan & Kama-Rupa (19)4

Poe, Edgar Allen
- "Thought & Act" (87)6 - "Thought
of a Thought" (111)7

Point Loma Ccmnunity & T.S.
- music at (13)4 - early members
(18) 7 - Machell on (18)8 - faithful
to original teachings (19)2-3 - in
"Calif. Historical Quarterly" (19)5-6

".. Tingley & Pt. Loma" (24)1-3, 
(25)5-7 - "Theosophical Path"
published (27)8 - "Later Pt. Loma
History" (29)5-8 - "Tell Us About
Pt. Loma" (30)7-8 - I. Harris on
origin (34)3-4 - representatives
of tradition (36)8, (41)8 - (38)5

Cuban children at (39)6-7 
Ponsonby on (41)5 - California Utopia:
Pt. Loma Community (43)1-2, (45)7-8,
(47)6-7,  (49)5-6, (54)7-8, (56)6-7,
(64)6 - artist Maurice Braun (43)7

an attempt at Un. Brotherhood (48)5
- "Pt. Loma T.S.: List of Publications"
(booklet) (45)7 - "Memoirs of a Pt.
Loma Pupil" (51)4-6 -"SDHS Receives 
Harris Art Collection" (55)1 - "Raja
Yoga" (56)4-5 - "Pt. Lona History"
(61)6-7’ - San Diego History Museum
(61)7 - Art at (62)6 - "Background
of Our Lives" (64)1-2 - Zirkoff notes
(64)4 - glass done restoration (67)6

on Leadbeater (74)4-5 - M.A.Barton
(75)11-12 - reprint policy at (76)9 

"The Finding of Pt. Loma" (88)6-9 
"A Word for Pt. Lona" (94)6-7

GdeP letter on plans for after his death 
(110)5-8 - W.E.Small on GdeP (119)9-10
- in "Time/Life" series (126)10

Point Loma Publications, Library & 
Archives
- Charter & Plans (1)2-3, (7)4, (12)8,
(21)8, (62)7-8 - book gifts (10)6-7,
(13)4, (18)8, (19)8, (21)8, (23)8, (38)7, 
(42)7, (43)7, (48)7, (84)12
University Special Collections (1)4

(2)4 - Library Building to be
erected (8)3 - Dunn Music Collection
(15)7  - "A Word of Thanks" (36)1
- Study Series Publications (62)3, (66)7,
(67)7, (69)11-12, (70)12, (84)10-11

original idea for (62)7 - "Report
from the President" (79)12 - Pt. Loma
T.S. magazines (94)6-7 - new Library
Building (97)12 - Archival Restoration
Project (126)11

Polanyi, Michael
- "..and then No Problem" (100)2

Politics
- & hypnosis (11)5-6 - speculation
on HPB viewpoint (70)11 - GdeP on
(122)5 - "Am. Needs Real Leadership"
(126)4-5

Ponsonby, Irene R.
- "The Universal Christmas" (7)1
on suicide (15)4 - Mahatma attitude
on HPB (27)5 - "Fran Trinidad to Pt.
Loma" (41)4-5

Postma, Simon
- on "Open Letter to Leaders" (115)10

Pratyeka Buddha
- compared with Buddha of Compassion
(56)1-2 - "Buddhas of Compassion &
Pratyeka Buddhas" (56)2-3 - "Note
on Pratyeka Buddhas" (57)4 - (58)8

Precipitation
features of impressions (16)5 

Blavatsky on (68)6-9 - details of
(77)10-11

Predictions
- GdeP on transition of cycles (25)1,
(109)3-4 - revival of Sanskrit (36)3,
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(113)10-11  - on national crisis (46)1-2 
"staggering changes" (62)2 - "The

New Cycle" (70)1-2 - of cyclic
catastrophes (73)3-4 - GdeP on Europe
(86)3 - of the St. Simonists fitting
HPB (87)7 - of "terreur" to come
(95)3-4, (117)3-4 - new diseases
(103)7 - Tennyson (103)7
numerological (105)4-5 - "cataclysm
& cataclysm" (116)1 - HPB & physics
(116)9  - "Prophecy" (117)11 - "Occult
Astronomy" (119)5-7 - "Early Attempt
in India" (120)5-6

Price, Leslie
- (88)9 - "Mme. Blavatsky Unveiled?"
(78)1,  (93)4-5 - "Mme. Blavatsky 
Unveiled?" (booklet) (93)12 - "Mme 
Blavatsky Unjustly Condemned New Study 
Concludes" (94)4-5 - "Did the SD
Fail?" (104)3-4 - on "Judge Case"
(109)6 - on Leadbeater article on
Mars (109)11

Prophet, Clare
- Kuthumi on Selfhood (110)10

Psaltis, Lina
- Old Diary Leaves (12)2-5 - reviews
Hammer on the Mountain (15)5 
Dynamics of the Psychic World (15)6

Psychism
"Two Schools of Thought" (4)1-2

- "The Psychic Tide" (9)sup - psychic
research (13)4 - "Psychic World -
Beware!" (14)2-3 - irreparable harm
done to Theosophy (14)6 - not aim
of Theosophy (15)1-2 - warnings
against (34)1, (42)6, (67)2
discrimination about (40)5-6 - "Wave
of Insane Psychism" (45)4 - why
down-played (55)2-3 - "Investigating
Psychic Powers" (56)3 - "The Sensible
Thing" (69)4 - HPB on (74)9, (98)4

Mahatma on phenomena (76)5 
pathological (83)3 - "Psychic Powers"
(95)4 - "channeling" (101)2-4,
(102)3-4  - "Smogged With Astral
Intoxication" (101)2-3 - confusing
psychic & divine (111)8 - "About
Psychic Development" (112)7

Psychology
Glimpses Into the Psychology of 

Yoga (21)6 - "New & Swifter Law.."

(79)2-3  - GdeP on emotions (80)4-5
"Illusions & Realities" (81)1-2

"How to Conduct a Quarrel" (88)4-5 
paradox of "happiness" (89)6 

voices, multiple personality, obsession 
(101)2-3 - "Our Character - Ownership
in Full" (110)3-4

Purucker, Gottfried de
"Wind of the Spirit"

"Universality & Esoteric
(4)3 -

his 
questioned 
Tree" 
Tale"
(9)sup 
(12)1-2

on
- "The

If

(1)3-4 -
Tradition" 

"Buddhas of Compassion" (6)1-2 
presentation of teachings 
(6)2-3 - "The Christmas

A Mystery 
Tide" 
Ideas" 
(13)1 
(19)1 

(14)2-3 
(18)1

"Theosophia"

of 
"The

(7)sup - "..Jesus -
(7)sup - "The Psychic
- "Capturing a World with 

unlocking the divine 
(13)1, 

• Beware!" 
1941 
of

Day", 
issue 

task for the future (20)2 
a
Pope"

winter solstice 
Psychic World - 

Syzygy 
commemorative 
(20)1 ■ 

each one 
"Theosophical 
as an avatar (20)3 
Sons of Wisdom" (20) 3-4

"Incarnation of the Highest Seven'
(20) 4-5 - reverence for teacher (20)5

"Fulfilment in Death" (20)5-6
"GdeP: An Invitation & a Challenge"
(21) 1-3, (22)2-3 - "3 Ways in Which
the Self Recognizes Truth" 
HPB: The Mystery (23)1
(24)5-6  - -

• (109)3-4 
on T.S. 
Theosophists" (27)2 
of Spiritual Energy" 
correspondence on (32)6-8 
differences with HPB (33)6-7 
the Kali-Yuga?" (35)3-4 - "<
in the Kali-Yuga" ■ (37)1 -
of Wisdom-Religion' 
Year" (44)1
(45)2-3  
Learned?"
(48)1  -
(50)3 -

",

leader (20)2 - no
(20)2-3 - HPB

"Birth of the 
on ML (20)4 

••

(22)4 -
_______ H. Todd on 
- "In Times of Crisis" (25)1, 

J. Venema on (25)1-2 
unification (26)3 - "bom

" (27)2 - "Mighty Flow
(31)3-4
- supposed 
- "After 

'Opportunity 
'Renascence 

" (38)3 - "The New
"World's Trouble & Cure" 

"What Lessons Have We 
(46)1-2 - "Way of Heaven"
"At This Time of the Year" 
inner & outer guru (51)2-3 

Consolation Regarding Death" (52)2-3 
HPB & a New Civilization (52)4

The Four Sacred Seasons 
"Spiritual Unity" (53)2-4 ■
esoteric information (54)6 
the Lines.." (55)4-5 - "Buddhas of
Compassion & Pratyeka Buddhas" (56)2-3

(52)5  
on giving 
"Between
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- "A Noble Faith" (57)2-3 -
With GdeP (57)6-7, (82)11 -
in study (58)3 - "Maha-Maya..
- "Yoga We Follow" (61)4-5 -
& 'The Mystery"' (65)16 
(71)4 - "i
Habits" i
Theosophist
tree (72)7 - "Easter Thoughts
- "In Thought of HPB" (75)3 

"A 
"A

(76)1

i

On Tour • 
reverence 
" (60)4-5 
"Hpho-Wa

on eclipses 
Cyclic Periodicity & Thought- 
(72)3-4 - "The True

(72)5 - the Christmas
" (74)1 
"..Yoga 

Word on 
Collective 

reprint 
"Oneness With 

"7 Human 
(78)5 -

(79)6-7

(75)7
(75)8 

Flame"

of the Esoteric Philosophy (116)1-2,
(118) 2 - "The Great Story" (116)10-11
- "The New Religion of Mankind" (117)3-4

on personality (117)12 - on
Christian dark cycle (118)4 "The Ideal"
(119) 2-3 - W.E.Small on (119)9-10
- "Narada" (120)1-4 "HPB & Messianic

(121)3 - mystic ladder of life
"Ideas & Ideals" (122)5 

the Silent Watcher (124)4-5 
(124)5 - on preparation for

"Mystery 
- "What 
"7 Jewels

(77)2 -
quotes 

be Found"
on Easter (80)1 
Heart"

If

II

Training" 
Chelaship" 
Spiritual 
editing policy (76)9
the Cosmic Heart" 
Groups" (77)5 
"Where Can Truth

intuition (79)8 
"The Understanding

- "Nature of Buddhic Principle'
"How Human Soul Returns

- winter solstice (84)1-2 -
(86)2-3 - "Work
Monad" (87)3-4 -
K. Tingley (88)6-9 
(89)2 
(89)3-4
_ II

(91)5-8 
(93)2 
fraternization 

"Occult

(80) 4-5
(81) 6-7
(82) 2-4 

on cycles
& Destiny of the
first meeting with 

"Hermeneutic" 
"..Naturally & Quietly" 
"Comets & Meteors" (90)3-5 

• .of Great Spiritual Importance" 
"Light that She Brought" 

"Road to Follow" (94)5 -
(94)11-12, (100)6-7

Biography" (95)1-5

Cycle" 
(121)12

on 
on HPB
original T.S. (125)4-5 
of GdeP" (as Tulku) (125)5 
All Can Attain To" (126)2-3 -
of Wisdom" (126)5-6

Pythagoras
Pythagorean Triangle

tetraktys (74)9-10
Sourcebook (104)6,

Quakers
"Seekers of

(60)3-4

Radhakrishnan, Dr.

(122)9

(41)6
Pythagorean

All Faiths or None"

S. 
passing of (31)8

Raine, Kathleen
- Human & Divine Universe (111)1

Ram, N. Sri

Esoteric

Dialogues (95)2 "Duty of T.S. to passing of (16)8 - Nature of Our
Lead" (95)3 - "Critical Point in Seeking (22)7 - "Future of the Society"
History" (95)3-4 - "Psychic Powers" (86)1-2
(95)4 - "Hatha Yoga" (95)4-5 - "Rules
of the Chela-Life" (96)5-7 - "Aham Raven, A. B.
Asmi Parabraham" (97)6-7 reviews New Testament Commentaries

Teachings
HPB (121)8(98)6

12 Vol.______________ _ (101)6-9
H.N.Stokes on GdeP (101)9-11 
New Age is Bom" 
on (103)7-8 
doctrine i 
Succession.." 
understanding

"A 
(103)2 - Humphreys

Theosophy1s basic
(104)6-7 - "Lamaic

(105)5-6 - on
the teachings (107)8 

letter to Cabinet on .plans after 
- on serial succession 

freedom of speech (111)4 
chakras (111)8 - monads &

- "think 
on editorial 
writings' of 

de Purucker1 s 
"Take Courage 

Fundamentals

Ravindra, Ravi
"Through One's.. Most Essential 

Nature" (83)4-5

Ray, Dr. Anil Baran
- reviews Quest for Lasting Peace (80)7

death (110)5-8 
(111)3-4 -

on 
planetary chain (111)11-12 
in centuries 
policy 
(113)7-8 
Mandate"
& Warning'

" (112)6-7 
(112)9-10

"On 
(114)6-7 
" (115)4-5

Reigle, David 
reviews 

reviews 
(68)8-9 

on
reviews 

PatanjaliDr.

Surya Siddhanta (58)5
Esoteric Writings of_________
- "Books of Kiu-te.." (77)9-10
Kalachakra Initiations (104)12 
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W. Emmett Small, 98; committed 
to sharing tenets of theosophy» i
By Jack Williams
STAFF WRITER

I

I &

W. Emmett 
Small

From the height of the theos
ophy movement in San Diego 
to its subsequent division into , 
opposing factions, W. Emmett 

Small re
mained firmly 
committed to 
sharing its te
nets of univer- 1 
sal brother
hood. i 

The dean of 
San Diego 
theosophists, 
he grew up 
and was 
schooled in

the movement’s 400-acre head
quarters on Point Loma. Many 
years later, as president of 
Point Loma Publications, he 
published and edited books on 
theosophy and world religions.

Disabled by a fall in August 
and kidney failure, Mr. Small 
died Oct 25 at San Diego Hos
pice. He was 98.

Since its inception in 1971, 
the nonprofit Point Loma Publi
cations has published more 
than 50 books, said Mr. Small’s 
wife, Carmen, who has taken 

' over as president.
For Mr. Small’s 80th birth

day, his family published a col
lection of articles he had writ
ten on theosophical topics, 
“The Path of Self Unfoldment”

“Emmett was a scholar,” his 
wife said. “He loved to read, 
write and study. He wrote nu
merous articles throughout his 
life and spoke at conferences

around the world on theosophi- j ert Browning Society, at one 
cal topics.”

Among them: karma, rein
carnation, the purpose of life 
and following one’s highest 
duty.

Founded in New York City in 
1875, the theosophy movement 
embraces a universal brother
hood that extends from people 
to plants and planets. : ,

By the early 1920s, it was j 
thriving in a 100-building com- ’ 
plex on 400 acres in Point Loma 
called Lomaland, where theoso- 
phists worked, schooled their . used in university courses and 
children and staged concerts j a book on Tibetan Buddhism 
and plays. . >: ■ '' ' “ ‘

Mr. Small moved there with 
his family as a 2-year-old. He j

_ 1! _ J -X x1- _ 'rl  V* _ _1 r>_ ’ 
ja Yoga Academy, learned to i 
play cello, clarinet and piano 
and acted in Shakespearean 
plays in the complex’s Greek 
Theater.

As a young man, he became 
assistant secretary general of 
the Point Loma Theosophical 
Society. For 16 years, he edited 
and contributed articles to vari
ous publications published by 
the society.

In May 1942, the headquar- ocivn.cs me scncuuicu iui i 
ters moved from Point Loma to p m. Saturday at Point Loma j 
Covina. But friction among 
members broke the movement 
into factions. “When the admin
istration changed, it no longer 
was possible for us to work 
there,” Carmen Small said.

Returning to San Diego with 
his family in July 1946, Mr. 
Small did gardening and main
tenance work before beginning 
a career in technical writing 
and teaching adult education 
classes in English and creative 

t writing.

I

i.
i
f

time serving as its president
After retiring at 65, he bej 

came a mentor to aspiring au
thors. When Iverson Harris; 
founded Point Loma Publica
tions in 1971, he launched a 
new career as an editor.' > ]

For more than 20 years, he 
teamed with Helen Todd in ed-; 
iting The Eclectic Theosophist, a' 
bimonthly international news-: 
letter. He also edited and wrotei 
introductions to a variety of! 
books, including a Sanskrit text!

i' by Lama Doboom Tulku. < 
As a memorial to Mr. Small, 

j his family is hoping to publish a 
studied at the Theosophical Ra- < compilation of treatise^ from] 
ia Vnrr-> in I various authors on such topics;

as karma, reincarnation, evoluJ 
tion and the interdependence^ 

f of life. The title they have se
lected is “The 3even Jewels of 

I Wisdom." j- ... . ■...■
, Survivors include his wife of ■

61 years, Carmen; daughters,! 
i Gwen Small of San Diego and 

Clare Nugent-Small of Fairfield, 
Iowa; and a son, Kenneth ofr 
San Diego. ... t;

Services are scheduled for 2 1

i
i

I

N azarene University, Clara Colt 
Hall, 3900 Lomaland Drive, San 
Diego.. .... :

Donations are suggested to ' 
Point Loma Publications, P.O. 
Box 6507, San Diego, CA ( 
92166, or San Diego Hospice, ! 
4311 Third Ave., San Diego, CA;; 
92103.

i:I;
From 1946 until the mid- I

1 1980s, he was active in the Rob- j
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"About Initiation" (103)2-3 

on Old Diary Leaves (105)5-6 - "On
GdeP's Mandate" (114)6-7

Stonehenge
- an astrological instrument (71)3

Styff, Hugo
- psssing of (18)7

Suffering
& unity with Nature (73)2-3 

"Death, Actor, Stage" (76)2

Sufism
- Daughter of Fire.. (114)8

Suicide
teachings on, euthanasia (15)4 
from media suggestion? (52)2 

"The Insidious Danger" (78)10-11
& after-death state (99)5-6 - "..
Not Death" (100)3-5 - Judge on
(120)7-8

Sun
"..a Beating Heart" (71)7 - "The

Unconquered Sun" (109)1-3

’’Sunrise"
- sp. issue on SD (81)12

Sutcliffe, Joan
- "Supreme Sacrifice" (36)2

Swabhava
- explained (39)2-3 - "Most Essential
Nature" (83)4-5 - & logarithm analogy
(84)4-5

Symbolism
Esoteric Keys to the Christian 

Scriptures (28)7 - "What the Use
of Symbolism?" (34)5

Synge, Maja
- on mystics (16)7 - on consciousness
(22)7  - passing of (26)8 - "Tell
Us About Pt. Loma" (30)7-8

Taewy, E. J.
- "Appeal to Abolish Death Penalty"
(99)10 - (100)12

Taiiuni, I. K.
- Glimpses Into the Psychology of Yoga
(21)6 - Science & Occultism (28)6-7

Gayatri (30)7 - Secret of
Self-Realization (36)7

Taoism
- Tao-Teh-King (13)1 - "Tao Through
the Tao" (57)3-4

"Taormina Town Crier"
- "Give Ear To the Singing Voice" (105)4

Tarryton, S. A.
"austere & simple dignity" (32)5 
"entelechy" (34)4 - "time &

eternity" (39)4 - "Some Notes on Faith"
(43)4 - "Aspiration & Response" (56)6
- "Needed Unifying Truth" (64)3-4

Tart, Charles T.
- Waking Up (100)5

Taves, Brian
- "Mundy & the T.S." (93)7-8 - Mundy
collection (100)12 - Mundy critical
study (110)12 - Mundy biography (126)10

Taylor, Thanas
Cratylus.. of Plato (37)4-5 

"Circulations of the Soul" (75)7 
Thomas Taylor the Platonist (103)9

Teilhard, Pierre de Chardin
- "Teilhard & Theosophy" (12)5-6

TenBroeck, W. Dallas
on "1900 Letter" & editing (103)12, 

(109)11

Tennyson, Alfred
"A Forevision" (103)7 

"Foundations" (104)1

Terfort, Andreas
- on editing of Gdep's works (121)11
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Thakera, W. T. S.
- reviews Echoes II (64)7

"Theosofia"
- editorial conflict (98)10, (99)12

"Theosophia"
- tribute to Zirkoff sp. issue (75)10-11

Theosophical Doctrines
Declaration 
as basis 
(7)2-3 - ________________

"Capturing a World With 
workings of the 

key idea of (17)4 
(18)2,(44)2-3 

(38)1-3

"Brave
(3)1-2 -
the future 
Fire (8)4 
Ideas" (12)1-2 
universe (13)2

basic ideas 
importance of technical 
paradox of diversity & doctrine (45)1-2 

doctrines outdated? & respoonse 
"Updating the Teachings?" 
"Key That Fits Them All" 
"Incommunicable"
(94)8 
Buddhism (96)6-7 

evolve and change (101)7 
Doctrine.." (104)6 
Stand Now" (124)2-3 
of Wisdom" (126)5-6

of Principles" 
of religion of 
Theosophy Under

(52)1 
(54)3-4 -
(64)5 

studying 
- & Tibetan

(83)5-6
Besant on (95)7 

- don't 
"The Basic

"Where Do We 
"Seven Jewels

Theosophical Glossary
compiled by G.R.S. Mead (15)8 

most not by HPB (76)9-10

Theosophical History
early attacks on T.S. (24)4-5 

Reminiscences of Wm. Q. Judge (36)8, 
(42)7 - Events on Judge's death
(42)7 - "Pages From Theosophical
History" (93)4 - audio-visual
presentation (93)9-10 - Besant &
Olcott on Judge (93)11 - "Original
Program" manuscript (94)2 - "1900
Letter" (101)1 - "Centenary Histories"
(102)7-9, (103)9-10 - did SD fail?
(104) 3-4 - AE letter (104)5
Dawning of the Thesophipal Movement
(105) 6-9 - Olcott & Blavatsky (106)6-7

"Judge Case" (110)4-5, (111)4-5
HPB in Tibet (115)3-4 - "An Early

Attempt in India" (120)5-6 - Canadian 
history (124)8

"Theosophical History" Journal & Center
(88)9 - conferences (90)11,

(93)11-12, (94)9-10, (96)7-8, (98)8,

(108)11-12, - "Blavatsky Unveiled?"
(93) 4 - "Hodgson Report" revoked
(94) 4-5 - (95)11 - "..1900 Letter"
(103)11 - (104)10 - (107)9-10
(111)8 - (116)7-8 - (117)9
(122)9-10 - (126)8

Theosophical Manuals
- (22)1 - (33)3-5 - (68)9

Theosophical Movement
"A Dynamic Movement" (10)1 

"Theosophical Movement" (15)2-3 
true to mission? (16)1 - to be a
spiritual brotherhood (20)1-2 - HPB
on aims of (24)4-5 - "Unity of Our
Movement" (27)1-2 - compared with
T.S. (30)1-2 - indirect effect of
(34)5-6 - "Signs of the Cycle" (58)4

Ancient Wisdom Revived (60)6 
flood of ideas (78)5 - (126)4

"Theosophical Network"
plans for (84)11 - purpose (87)9
(92)10-11 - (94)10 - (95)10
(98)8 - (102)11 - (104)11

(120)11

"Theosophical Notes"
(23)8  - on tantra, H.V. Guenther

(24)8

Theosophical Research Center
goals of (63)7 - "Books of Kiu-

te Identified" (67)4 - "Kiu-te Project"
(72)10 - (74)11

Theosophical Societies
escapes Manatma's influence (12)3 
"History of the T.S.?" (19)2-3 -

defining purpose (21)4-5 - GdeP on
reunification (26)3 - Judge - Besant
split (34)3-4, (9.2)1 - at first Am.
Convention (80)1, (93)4 - "Future of
the Society" (86)1-2 - "Has T.S.
Fulfilled its Purpose?" (87)5-6 
listings in "Theosophical Network" (87)9
- a "super-society" (89)3-4 - "doomed
to exist" (93)6 - founded by adepts
(126)2

"The Theosophist"
reprint of first & second volumes 

(4J)5, (52)5, (54)1-2, (74)11, (75)11,
(80)10 - questionable Blavatsky
authorship article (41)6-7 - current
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(77)6 - "Great Ideas" (80)1 - in
Europe (81)3 - "Drama of Life" (84)3

meeting GdeP (88)6-9 - faculty
paper on (99)9-10 - as social reformer
(100)5-6

Tisch, Rev.
- "Teillard & Theosophy" (12)5-6

Titchenell, Elsa-Brita
- "New Light on Old Truths" (27)3-4
- Jesus & Apollonius (51)3-4

Todd, Helen
"Brave Declaration of Principles" 

(3)1-2 - reviews Golden Precepts
(6)1 - reviews Man, Son of Man (9)sup

reviews Affecting Presence (13)6 
key ideas (17)4 - "Infallible

Touchstone" (24)5-6 - preface to
HPB: The Mystery (25)2-3 . -

, 'A Heartless Doctrine'!" 
bio sketch (33)5 - origin

"New Continent 
Man in Evolution

II

"l
karma 

(47)2-3 •- 
reviews

(54)7 -
(57)4

"Reincarnation
(28)3 
of Sanskrit (36)5 
of Thought" (38)1-3 
(41)3-4 - reviews
sp. issue (45)5-6 

on "timing" 
Missing Link" 
(52)3 -
Wholeness 
Buddhas" 
(58)1-2 
Self-Knowledge 
Dhammapada (63)6 
Law of Harmony

'Am. Theosophist" 
'Challenge" (46)1 

(46)4 - "A
"The Bridge" 

Man * s Search for 
"Note on Pratyeka 
"The Open End" 

reviews Way of 
(61)6 - reviews

reviews Karma.. 
(69)8 - "Whole of

(72)5 - Esoteric
Journey (84)10-11 

(87)4 
(94)8-9 
(108)2 

(109)1-3 
Tradition"

Man a Hierarchy"
Man; Aeons-Long__________

"Need for Discrimination" 
"Self-Divised Efforts"

".. Freedom of Thought" 
"The Unconquered Sun" 
"Faithful to Esoteric 

(113)7-8

Tombland, Elsa
- passing of (36)8

"Toronto Theosophical News"
- "White Lotus Day" (123)1-2

Translations
Non-English Publication Fund (2)3, 

(35)12 - some SD translations (83)12
cooperation among publishers (35)12
Dutch braille (19)8 - in the

German Language" (71)8-9 - Tibetan
(11)7 - Dutch (12)8, (21)7,8, (26)7,
(27)8, (37)2, (50)2, (55)8, (58)6, (61)7, 
(66)7, (69)9, (70)10-11, (79)-10, (82)12, 
(86)11, (88)9-10, (100)10-11, (107)11,
(118)12 - Finnish (12)8, (14)7, (22)8,
(25)8,  (43)8, (46)7, (49)7, (50)2, (73)11

French (15)8, (18)18, (85)8,
(116)3-5,8,  (117)4-7, (121)10, (126)8-9
- German (12)8, (14)8, (16)4, (18)8,
(29)8, (30)8, (35)5, (38)7, (44)7, (46)7, 
(50)1, (58)6, (61)8, (94)10, (96)10,
(97)11, (104)10,11, (110)11, (112)10,
(114)12, (121)10, (126)9 - Hungarian
(83)12 - Italian (18)8, (25)8, (40)8,
(50)1-2, (53)8, (72)11 - Philipino
(109)7 - Portuguese (46)7, (50)1
- Russian (15)8, (18)8, (25)8, (31)7,
(50)1, (76)10, (77)10, (119)10, (120)10
- Spainish (15)8, (18)8, (30)8, (50)1,
(79)9 - Swedish (9)4, (12)8, (118)11

Urdu (46)7 - Vietnamese (28)7
- Hebrew (30)8, (50)1

Trew, Cbrona
- reviews HPB: The Mystery (51)7

Tripa, Ganden
- Gelugpa Head, interview (104)7-9

Tucker, Eldon B. Ill
- "The Path Within" (22)1-2 - "Example
of Our Lives" (75)4-5

Tweedie, Irina
- Daughter of Fire.. (114)7

Tyberg, Judith
- Sanskrit Keys to the Wisdom Religion
(35)4-5, (40)6, (44)6-7, (79)8, (118)6-7,
(121)11-12  - on T.S. Motto (41)5
- vs. Leadbeater interpretations (44)6-7

passing (61)7 .- books listed (64)8
biographical article (70)4-7

GdeP letter (111)11-12

Tyrius, Maximus
"An Ancient Ronan Speaks" (on high 

efforts) (49)4

UFO
- Flying Saucer Viewpoint (13)6

United Lodge of Theosophists
(11)7-8 - Judge, Blavatsky pamphlets

& booklets (16)2, (17)6-7, (18)8, (22)7,
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(23)7, (24)8, -(26)7-8, (27)7-8, (28)5,
(41)7-8, (45)3, (47)5-6, (48)8, (51)8

Articles & Notes (92)11 - general
policies of (102)4 - Key to Theosophy
(106)12  - "Letter from ULT" (125)3-4

Universal Brotherhood
secondary to 

"Civilized Living" 
the future ,(20)1 -2
- Judge on (47)6
Nature" (69)4-5 
Humanity" (88)2 
Unlimited" (93)2-3 
Travail" (93)6 -
(94)3 - "Aham Asmi
- "The Distant Call"

Truth (17)3
(18)7 - .. in

roots of.. (27)2 
a Fact in 

"Great Cry of 
"Brotherhood 

"The World’s 
Loving Our Enemies" 
Parabrahm" (97)6-7 
(98)3

Universality
- key of genuine teachings (14)3

Unpublished Material
"The Blavatsky Archives of B. de 

Zirkoff" (75)8-10, (76)9-10 - Judge 
letters to Hargrove (82)11 - (see
"Encyclopedic Theosophical Glossary")

Urban, Vonda
"Theosophy With Taste" (67)3 

"Priorities" (75)1-3 - "New & Swifter
Law.." (79)2-3 - "..A Vast Difference
Between" (83)3-4 - "The Actor - Beyond
Veneer.." (91)2-3 - "Fraternization..
Has a New Name" (99)1-2 - "Smogged
With 'Astral Intoxication"’ (101)2-3 

"Our Character - Ownership in Full" 
(110)3-4 - "Thus I Have Heard"
(113)8-10 - on "Open Letter to
Leaders" (115)9-10

Vedas
& Sanskrit (17)2-3 - "Ancient

Gayatri or Savitri" (121)5

Venema, Jan H.
- ".• Forecourt to Heart of the Temple"
(4)2-3 - reviews 20 Cases Suggestive
of Reincarnation (6)4 - "Passing
on A Vital Philosophy" (9)1 
response to "Bres" article (11)7 
"Builders & Onlookers" (13)2-3 
"Sacred Fire & Esoteric Tradition" 
(16)3-4 - "Seeking Truth & the' True
Self" (18)3 - "The Divine Flame"
(24)3 - "The Arts.." (24)6 - "Ego
Sum Servus Serrorum Dei" (25)1-2

"The Secret Language" (30)4 - passing
of & tributes (41)8, (42)6-7 - "Word
About Spinoza.." (48)3 - ".. an Artist
of Life" (114)4-5 ’ '

Vermeulen, Herman
"In Memory of D.J.P.Kok" (90)8-9 
"Greatest Emotional Obstacle" (98)7-8 
"Beyond Letter of the Book" (112)8-9

- on "Open Letter to Leaders" (113)2

Vivesection
- Kingsford on (76)8

Voice of the Silence
alterations in (9)2-3 - (10)7
Panchen Lama endorses (71)5 

Edmonton edition (123)10

Voight, Rev. Neil R.
"Letter from a Christian Leader"

(107)9

Vosse, Rosemary
"Why Help the Tibetans" (8)2-3 -

visit to Buddhist centers (49)8 
"Visit with -the Dalai Lama" (50)6-7 

"Koeksister" (63)8, (110)8 - Does
Chance or Justice Rule Our Lives? (84)9

"What is Theosophy?" Series (85)9
"Oneness of Human Family.." (93)3 
thoughts in Rome (95)6 - "Where

is Hell?" (99)6-7 - Theosophy - What's
That? (104)12

Wachtmeister, Constance
Reminscences of HPB (42) 5-6 - on

HPB (47)3 - HPB letter (68)6-9
HPB letter to son (75)6

Wadia, B. P.
- Living the Life (67)6

Walker, flairs
reviews Om, Secret of Ahbor Valley 

(78)8-9

Wallace, Alfred R.
- HPB letter (73)6-7,11

Warcup, Adam
intro to ML study guide (16)4-6

- reviews Peopling of the Earth (41)6-7
- . "God in Man" (69)6-7 - reviews
New Testament Commentaries (113)12
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Waterman, Adlai
- Obituary: "Hodgson Report" (29)8

Waters, Frank
"Inseparable Spiritual Essence" 

(97)8

Weeks, Nicholas
"New Year Wisdom Festival" (103)10 
"Purpose of Occult Brotherhood" 

(124)5-7

Melbourne, Rudy
- "At 93.." (112)12

Welby, Barbara
reviews Golden Threads in Tapestry 

of History (39)7

Wells, Stuart
reviews New Testament Commentcuries 

(106)9-10

Wescott, W. Wynn
Numbers: Occult & Mystic Virtues 

(28)5-6, (37)5-6

Wilder, Alexander
- New Platonism & Alchemy (33)6, (42)6

"HPB - A Profile of those Days" 
(59)1-2 - "The Eclectic Philosophy" 
(75)5-6 - Theurgia or the Egyptian 
Mysteries (77)12 - "Letters from
HPB" (123)3-5

Wilks, W. E.
- "Live in the Eternal" (48)1-2

Williams, Carey
- Reincarnation: A New Horizon (85)8

Wilson, Colin
- The Occult (14)6

Winter Solstice
- "At Time of.." (19)1 - & initiation
(44)1 - ".. A Universal Message"
(114) 5-6 - "Northward With the Sun"
(126)3

Wizards Bookshelf
Secret Doctrine Reference Series 

(43)7 - ".. 1972 - 1980" (57)5-6
".. After 12 Years" (86)7-8

".. 18th Year" (118)8-9 - ".. Notes
to Heindel's HPB & SD" (121)8-9

Whitbread, B. J.
- on Farthing networking proposal (102)5

Whitehead, Alfred North
- on diety (70)7

Wood, Ernest
- Is This Theosophy? (40)5

Worthington, Roger
Student's Companion to Patanjali

(108)8-9,  (109)11

Wright, Claude Falls
"Will Master's Help Be Withdrawn?" 

(17)1-2

Wright, Leoline L.
"Hell & Purgatory" (23)1-2 

after-death processes (25)4 - bio
sketch (33)4 - impersonal love (93)6-7
- "The Great Moment" (96)4-5

Wright, Robert
interviews I. Harris on Tingley 

(24)1-3, (25)5-7

Wygerd, G. van de
- capital punishment (125)11

Wynn, Edith L.
- "A Scene in Kama-Loka" (84)5-6

Yeats, William Butler
".. Yeats on Blavatsky" (15)3, 

(96)2-4, (103)8-9

Yensiare
reviews Letters That Have Helped 

Me (119)11

Yoga
Glimpses into Psychology of Yoga 

(21)6 - Yoga for National At-One-Ment
(47)4 - "Yoga We Follow" (61)4-5

GdeP on Yoga Training" (75)7 
Student's Companion to Patanjali (108)8-9
- Patanjali (118)3

Young, Edward
- "Man, Who Passes, Not Expires" (71)7

Younghusband, Sir Francis
"A Kindly Old Lama.." (78)3-4

Zirkoff, Boris de
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" (4)1-2
Isis Unveiled Was Written" 
"A Dynamic Movement" (10)1 
of Our Movement" (27)1-2, 
"In Justice to Judge" (28)2 
Congress

■ Dies!"
I!

"Two Schools of Thought' 
"How :

(9)2 -
"Unity 

(104)1-2 - 
"World 

That Never 
We Promulgate.. 
Unveiled (43)5-6 
Occult Tradition" i

"Wave of Insane 
- TPH SD (45)8 -
I Knew Her" 
Flourishes" 
Instructions" 
(63)2 
"Background 
to) (64)1-2

"Writings 
of thought 
Theosophy" (70)2-3 
Heart" (71)7 -
of the Compiler" 
That Never Dies 
tribute issue of 

"Blavatsky 
(76)9-10 

"A Mystic Reality' 
Collected Writings" 
Preserve Inviolate" 

' (112)3-5,
of the Masters" 
Tide of Change" 
Force At Work" 

'W.Q.Judge - Tulku" 
Do We Stand Now"

" (32)1 - "Dream
(34) 1 - "Doctrine
(35) 2 - on Isis

"Rebirth of the
(monograph) 

Psychism" 
"K

(53)1-2 
(57)3 -
(60)3 -
passing 
of Our
- Pt. 
of HPB" 
(66)3

(44) 7
(45) 4 

Tingley As
"Where Work

"HPB1s Esoteric 
"Death & Dying" 
of (63)8

Lives" (tribute 
Loma notes (64)4 
(65)1 - power

"Thoughts on 
"Sun - A Beating

".. Monument to Work 
(71)7-8 - Dream

(72)1, (74)10-11
"Theosophia" (75)10-11 
Archives of BdeZ" 

Dubbink on 
" (84)1 
(105)3-4 

(108)2 
(123)2-3

(118)5-6 
(121)1-2 
(122)4-5

(75)8-10, 
(75)10-11

"HPB: ’
"To
"HPB" 

"Portraits
"Rising
"Solar
"W.Q.Judge - Tulku" (122)6-7 

"Where Do We Stand Now" (124)2-3 
"Northward With the Sun" (126)3

Zorastrianism
HPB on (34)7 - & mantras, Parsis

(90)10 - "Zend or Senzar" (98)4

Zwollo, Paul
"3 Aspects of Enlightened Mind" 

(82)8-9
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EDITORIALS

Are We Chained to the Past? - J. J. Ekins
(On Networking as related to controversial issues) (93)1 

Background of Our Lives - W. E. S.
- "Thoughts Stirred by the Passing 'of Boris de Zirkoff and by the Life 
of Dedicated Members of the Point Loma Theosophical Headquarters" (64)1-2 

...Boundless and Inimitable - W. E. S.
(On Impersonality of the Absolute Principle) (63)1

Ccme Up With Your Own - W. E. S.
(Response to claims that Theosophy is "out of date") (52)1

Deeper Than Words - W. E. S.
(Truth as life's greatest gift) (123)1

Diagnosis - And a ‘Moment in History' - W. E. S.
(On status and possible future of Theosophical Movement) (114)1-2

Dr. G. de Purucker: An Invitation and a Challenge - W. Emmett Small
(On work and publications of GdeP at Pt. Loma) (21)1-2, (22)2-3

The "E.S" - What it Was, What it Is - W. E. S.
(On Esoteric Sections) (54)2-3

The Eclectic Theosophist - W. E. S.
(Cycles of Spiritual Light and Darkness) (122)2 

Elsie Benjamin - W. E. S.
(On passing and work of Elsie Benjamin, long-time secretary of GdeP and 
editor of "CEL Bulletin") (66)1

The Enduring Fundamentals of Theosophy - W. Emmett Small
(On article in "The American Theosophist") (121)2

Facts and the Meaning They Tells Us - W. Emmett Small
(Meaning and reason behind events) (120)1

These First Faint Signs... - Elsie Benjamin
(Avoiding pitfalls in cooperation among Theosophists) (95)1

Foundations - W. E. S.
(Theosophical Movement's place within a larger Idea) (104)1

The Great Doctrines Vs. Phenomena - William Quan Judge
(Teachings more important than phenomena) (98)1

The Great Movement - W. E. S.
(Differences between Theosophical Societies and the Theosophical Movement) 
(30)1-2

The Greatest Need - John B. S. Coats
(On danger of getting too caught up in the material) (41)1

H.P.B and Our Duty to the World - W. E. S.
(An important HPB letter to Wachtmeister) (68)1

H.P.Blavatsky and the Theosophical Movement Publisher's Preface.
(28)1

Inconceivable? - W. E. S.
(On Buddhas of Compassion and Pratyeka Buddhas) (56)1-2 

"...Its Many Other Ugly Features Notwithstanding” - W. E. S.
(On pros and cons of diversity of opinion in the T.S.) (45)1-2 

Light! - W. E. S.
(The Theosophist's duty to the world)’(75)1 

"Editorials" weren't designated as such in the text but are listed here because 
they seem to be especially important articles representative of the thread of 
editorial perspective that goes through all issues. The designation is the indexer's. 
Most are Editor W. E. Small's.
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Networking - T. G. Davy
(Cooperation within the Theosophical Movement) (82)1 

Of Most Vital Importance - W. E. S.
(The intellectual teachings which give rationale for the idea of Brotherhood) 
(126)1

Of Past, Present, and Future - W. E. S.
(On world-scale and relevance to Theosophical work) (86)1

The Old Fraternization Movement Has a New Name - Vonda Urban
(Networking and necessity of adhering to original teachings) (99)1-2

One Hundred and Fiftieth Anniversary - W. E. Small, Helen Todd
(On HPB's birth and on her work) (65)1

On Water-Jugs, Pitchers, and the Infinite Ocean - H. P. Blavatsky
(On Truth and the nature of tolerance) (85)1

One Hundredth Anniversary of the American Section - W. E. S.
(Wm. Q. Judge as original founder and sane history) (92)1

Open Letter to Leaders of the Theosophical Movement - W. Emmett Small
(To seek perspectives on feasibility general meeting of Theosophical Leaders) 
(110)1

Opportunity - W. E. S.
(On potentials of Theosophical Networking) (91)1 

Opportunity and Challenge - W. E. S.
- "Reflections on Reading The Elder Brother" (Biography of C.W.Leadbeater) 
(74)3-5

Proclamation - W. Q. Judge
(From First Am. Convention on cooperation and goals) (80)1

The Real Unity - W. E. S.
(On Theosophical Teachings and publication efforts around the world) (50)1-2 

The Reluctant Conjunction - W. E. S.
(Necessity of both "Heart" and "Head") (77)1 

Rings-Pass-Not - W. E. S.
(Personal and cosmic levels of limitations and efforts at surpassing personal) 
(58)1

The Rising Tide of Change - Boris de Zirkoff
(Desparate need of Theosophical Ideas in present crucial times) (121)1-2 

Secret Teachings - Ted G. Davy
(Publications of HPB's, Judge's, and GdeP's) (105)1-2 

"Service to that Supreme Spirit Alone..." - K. H.
(1900 K.H. Letter to Besant) (101)1

Speaking Out - W. E. S.
(On dangers and potentials in the future of the Theosophical Movement) (1)1-2 

Speaking Out - H. T.
- "A Bold Declaration of Principles" (On crucial importance of maintaining the 
original and fundamental Teachings) (3)1-2

Speaking Out - L. Gordon Plummer
- "A Commonsense Approach to 1975" (On various anticipations of a 1975 
Messenger) (5)1

Speaking Out - Boris de Zfrkoff
- "The Doctrine We Promulgate..." (On fact that Theosophy has definite 
Doctrines) (35)2

Speaking Out - W. E. S.
"The Hidden Voice" (On supposed differing "ontologies" in Theosophy) 

(10)2-4
Speaking Out - W. E. S.

- "A 'History' of the T.S.?" (On incompleteness of proposals) (19)2-3 
Speaking Out - Lina Psaltis

- "Old Diary Leaves" (Olcott's Diary of T.S. years) (12)2-5
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Speaking Out - Boris de Zirkoff
- "Two Schools of Thought" (Theosophy based on Blavatsky's writings vs. that 
based on later psychics) (4)1-2

Speaking Out - Kenneth Small
- "The Voice of the Silence" (On history and editorial alterations in HPB's 
Voice) (9)2-3

Speaking Out - W. E. S.
- "What is Your Understanding of 'Eclectic'?" (7)2-3

The Teachings Vs. Dogmatism - W. E. S.
(94)1

Test - W. E. S.
(Time for leaders of Societies to meet in cooperation?) (106)1 

Theosophy Means.. .Truth - W. E. S.
(Truth as life's greatest boon) (125)1

A True Altruism - W. E. Small, Helen Todd
(On greatest need of all humanity) (67)1

"United Work for Our Great Cause" - W. E. S.
(On surmounting personal differences) (83)1-2

"We Could Sweep the Whole World" - W. Q. Judge
(With the spread of Ideas) (102)1

What Counts - W. E. S.
(On that the supreme spirit behind the message is what is most important) 
(40)1

What is Theosophy and Who are the Theosophists? - W. E. S.
(38)1

What of the Coming Year? - W. E. S.
(Numerological significance of 8 & 9) (115)1-2

Why Study the Three Fundamental Propositions - Virginia Hanson
(97)1-3

The Wisdom of the Heart - W. Emmett Small
(On Katherine Tingley) (49)1-2

Year of Responsibility and Opportunity - W. E. S.
(Responsibility of the T.S. to lead) (103)1

*******
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"The Dirge for the Dead in Life" • 
(Egyptian Mysteries) (83)6-8 - "To
Discover the Real Inner Meaning..." 
(HPB) (107)1 - "Discussion and
Comment" (1975 Messenger) (71)9 
"The Doctrine of the ’I' or: A Study 
in Scholastic Sophistry" (90)7-8 
"Dollar-Sophia" (52)2 - "Dr. Gottfried 
De Purucker: An Occult Biography"
(95)1-5  - "Drugs and the Effect on
the Soul" (3)2-3 - "The Druze and
Their Teachings" (72)4 - "A Dynamic
Movement" (On Theosophical Movement) 
(10)1

E

"An Early Attempt in India" (120)5-6
- "Eastern Thought on a Western Shore
- The Point Loma Community" (19)5-6

"The Eclectic Philosophy" (75)5-6 
"The Eclipse" (71)3 - "Edward

Bellamy (1850-1898)" (109)6-7
"Einstein - His Most Important Legacy" 
(97)5-6 - "En Route" (Taking what
comes in life) (58)4 - "Encyclopedic
Thepsophical Glossary" (21)3-4 
"The End of the Wasteland" (On Roszak 
Book) (30)2-3 '- "An Epitath" (99)3-4 

"The Esoteric She" (Judge on HPB)
(99) 7-8 - "Everyone a Teacher" (92)3-4

"The Example of Our Lives" (75)4-5 
"An Explanation Important to All

Theosophists" (K.H. to Olcott) (106)6-7 
* "The Eyeless Dragons" (59)5-7

F
"Facts about H.P.B.'s Occult Ring" 
(86)3-4 - "Faithful to the Esoteric
Tradition" (On GdeP) (113)7-8 - "A
Federation of All Theosophists" (122)2-4 

"Fight Fundamentalism with Funda
mentalism" (107)5-6 - "’The Finding
of' Point Loma" (88)6-9 - "Five
Questions about Theosophy - And 
Ourselves: What, Where, How., Why, When?" 
(121)3-4 - "Flashback to a Significant
Historical Event" (Cuban students at 
Pt. Loma) (39)6-7 - "Forgotten Facts
of Theosophical History in America" 
(34)3-4 - "The Forward Impulse" (98)5-6
- "Fraternization - A Timeless Process"
(100) 8-10 - "'Fraternization'
'Networking': Yesterday and Today"
(85)1-5  - "Free-Will, Karma, and

Reincarnation" (80)2-3 - "Friends
or Enemies..." (Judge) (91)2 - "From
Concealment to Publicity" (On Esoteric 
Teachings) (54)5-6 - "From
H.P.Blavatsky to William Q. Judge" (26)1 

"From One and the Same Source" 
(118)3-4 - "From the Forecourt to
the Heart of the Temple" (School at 
The Hague) (4)2-3 - "From the Writings
of H.P.Blavatsky" (122)1-2 - "From
Trinidad to Point Loma" (41)4-5 
"The Future of the Society" (86)1-2

G
"GBS on Death" (G.B.Shaw) (55)3-4 -
G. de P. - Centenary Anniversary" (Series 
of Excerpts) (20)1-6 - "G de P.
on Eclipses" (71)4 - "G. de P. on 'Yoga
Training'" (75)7 - "G. de Purucker's
Fundamentals of the Esoteric Philosophy" 
(116)1-2 - "Geoffrey Avery Barborka"
(72)9 - "Geometrid" (Measuring...)
(100)1 - "The Great Cause" (Cause
more important that T.S. as an
organization) (57)1-2 - "The Great
Illumination" (88)3 - "The Great Story"
(GdeP) (116)10-11 - "The Greatest
Emotional Obstacle" (98)7-8 - "The
Greek Mysteries" (78)4-5 - "The
Group-Soul Question Re-Examined" (76)3-4

H
"Heart-Less Survival" (On transplants) 
(89)7 - "Hero of the Iron Age" (On
Judge's Echoes I-III) (116)4-5 - "Hero
Out of the Antique Ages" (Review of 
Echoes II) (60)1-2 - "The Hill of
Discernment" (115)2-3 - "How is a
Story Written?" (59)3-4 - "How Isis
Unveiled Was Written" (9)2 - "How
the Doctrine of .Reincarnation Changed 
My Life" (37)1-2 - "How the Human
Soul Returns to Earth" (GdeP) (82)2-4 

"How to Be Young Though Old" (85)5-6 
"How to Conduct a Quarrel" (88)4-5 
"H.P.B." (123)2-3 - "H.P.B. - A

Profile of Those Days" (59)1-2 
"H.P.B. as I Knew Her" (Besant) (124)1—2
- "'H.P.B.' By Mr . A.P.Sinnett" (65)6-13
- "H.P.B. in London" (81)2-4 - "H.P.B.
on Light on the Path" (80)6 - "H.P.B.
to Countess Wachmeister" (68)6-9" 
"H.P.B.'s Challenge" (16)1 - "H.P.B.'s
Esoteric Instructions" (60)3
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"H.P.B.'s Message and Mission of Right 
Ethics, Devotion, Sacrifice and Duty"
(12)6-7  - "H.P.Blavatsky and the
1975 Messenger" (23)2-3
"H.P.Blavatsky: Collected Writings"
(105)3-4 - "H.P.Blavatsky Collected
Writings - Vol. 13: A Puzzle Solved" 
(83)9 - "H.P. Bia vat sky, Leader and
Teacher" (65)2,15 - "H.P.Blavatsky
on Christmas and the New Year" (7)sup 

"H.P.Blavatsky: The Mystery" (23)1
- "H.P.Blavatsky: The Mystery" (106)3-5
- "H.P.Blavatsky to the Second American
Convention" (124)3-4 - "Hpho-Wa- and
'The Mystery"' (65)16 - "H.T.Edge
Speaks of H.P.Blavatsky" (106)2
"Human Duality" (77)2-3

I

"I Sit by the Sea and Watch the Future 
Through the Weather" (31)3 - "I Work
for Truth" (BCW Vol. XI) (24)4-5 -
"The Ideal" (GdeP) (119)2-3 - "Ideas
and Ideal" (92)2-3 - "Ideas and
Ideals" (GdeP) (122)5 - "Identify
Yours with Nature Through Humanity" 
(125)4 - "Idolatry and Leadership"
(99)4-5 - "Illusions and Realities"
(81)1-2 - "Important Statements by
G. de Purucker" (On serial
succession...) (111 )3-4 - "In Memory
of D.j.P.Kok" (90)8-9 - "In This
New Year" (That Theosophy must be 
practical) (14)1 - "The Infallible
Touchstone" (Reminiscences on GdeP)
(24) 5-6 - "In Times of Crisis" (GdeP)
(25) 1 - "In Times of Crisis" (GdeP

additional to above) (109)3-4
"In the Mainstream" (On Theosophical 
Doctrines) (94)8 - "The Inner
Recognition of Our Hearts" (100)1-2 

"Interview with His Eminence The 
Ganden Tripa, Jamphel Shenphen, 98th 
Successor of Tsong-Kha-Pa, and Head 
of the Gelugpa Order of Tibetan 
Buddhism" (104)7-9 - "Into Space
- and Beyond" (63)2-3 - "Intuition"
(HPB) (101)1-2 - "Investigating
Psychic Powers" (56)3 - "Is it Time
for a ‘ Theosophical Summit Meeting" 
(107)4-5

J
"The Judge Case" (110)4-5 - "Jyotipraya

(Dr. Judith Tyberg)" (70)4

K
"Katherine Tingley as I Knew Her" (53)1-2
- "A Kindly Old Lama and an Unforgetable
Vision" (78)3-4 - "A Knowledge Evoked
from Within" (50)2-3 - "Known as
Intuition" (HPB) (108)1-2

L

"The Lamaic Succession in Tibet" (105)5-6
- "Later Point Loma History" (29)5-8 

"The Letter" (Brahmin Yogi on T.S.
Founders) (115)3-4 - "Letter from
H.P.B. to Count Wachtmeister" (75)6 

"A Letter from H.P.B. to W.Q.J." 
(104)4-5 - "A Letter from H.P.B. to
W.Q.J." (106)5-6 - "A Letter from
Papua" (68)3-4 - "Letter from United
Lodge of Theosophists" (125)3-4 
"Letters from H.P.Blavatsky" (123)3—5
- "Letters of H.P.B. to Arthur Arnold"
(116)3-4, (117)4-8 - "Liberation
Theosophy" (93)5-6 - "Life on Mars
and Other Planets" (40)2-3 - "Lifted
to the Buddhic Plane" (115)8-9 - "The
Light that She Brought - H.P.Blavatsky 
as Intermediary of Great Sages" (93)2

"The Lighted Shadow, Personality, 
Selfhood, and Rebirth" (114)2-4
"The Little Things..." (88)1 - "Live
in the Eternal" (48)1-2 - "The Living
H.P.B." (40)1 - "Living Theosophy
- Theos-Sophia" (8)1-2 - "Love"
(112)5-6

M

"M.A.D. - And a Theosophical Answer"
(On nuclear threat) (69)1-3 - "Madame
Blavatsky, Co-Founder of The Theosophical 
Society, Was Unjustly Condemned, New 
Study Concludes" (On "Hodgson Report") 
(94)4-5 - "Madame Blavatsky Unveiled?"
(93)4-5 - Mahatma Letters - Facsimile
of K.H. Letter (74)6-8 - "The Mahatma
Letters to A.P.Sinnett" (10)4-5
"The Making of The Secret Doctrine" 
(108)3 - "The Malevolent Mummy Case"
(59)1 - "Man Descends Fran - Man"
(38)3-4 - "The Masters of Wisdom and
Their Work" (110)1-2 - "The Meaning
of’ Easter" (116)2-3 - "Memories
of a Point Lona Pupil" . (51) 4-6 -
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"Memory Gathering for Iverson L. Harris" 
(52)6-8 - "A Message to the Centenary
World Congress" (32)2 - "Metaphysical
Fad - A cycle Returns" (Chanelling)
(101)3-4 - "The Mighty I Am: God,
Self, and Paradise" (103)3-5 
"Mme Blavatsky Defended" (2)2
"Modern Science and the Ancient Wisdom" 
(82) 9-10 - "A Moment of Truth - • A
Tribute to H.P.Blavatsky" (125)1-2

"A Monument to the Untiring Work 
of the Compiler" (BCW XII) (71)7-8 
- "More on Yeats on Blavatsky" (103)8-9

"My Dear Wide Awake" (HPB letter 
in Library of Congress) (78)6-8" 
My Forty-Four Years of Theosophy" 
(H.T.Edge) (104)2-3 - "My Personal
Impression of G. de Purucker" 
(H.N.Stokes) (101)9-11 - "The
Mysteries of Death" (83)6 - "The
Mysterious Karmic Seal" (99)2-3 
"Mysterious Shambhala" (91)3-4 - "The
Mystery of G. de Purucker" (As tulku) 
(125)5 - "A Mystic Force is Rising" 
(HPB) (70)1-2 - "A Mystic Reality"
(84)1 - "The Mystic Story of the
Buddha" (84)6-9

N

"Narada" 
Naturally 
- GdeP) 
Intuitive 
of the

ft • • •
(Networking 
Nature of 
"The Nature 
" (81)6-7

l" (87)4 
or Net-Warping?" 

"A New Age is Born" (GdeP) 
(18)1 - "A New and Swifter
(Personal effort and evolution) 
- "A New Continent of Thought" 

historical divergence from 
. "New Light on 
Cosmic Forces) 

Religion of 
"That ' 1900

- "The 1975 
"Not Here for 

"Note on

(120)1-4 
Quietly" 

"The

(GdeP) 
and

(89)3-4 
Truth" (86)4-5
Buddhic Principle' 

"The Need for Discrimination' 
"Net-Working

(108)7-8 
(103)2, 
Law__ "
(79)2-3
(On
Teachings) (38)1-3
Old Truths" (Moon, 
(27)3-4 - "The New
Mankind" (117)3-4 
Letter' Again" (108)6
Question" (18)1-2
Our Own Sake" (84)3-4
Echoes of the Orient - III" (On Judge's

(103)5-6 
The Secret

Esoteric 
"Notices 
Doctrine"

Instructions) 
and Reviews of

________ (106)8-9, (107)3-4, (108)4-5 
"A Nudge from Inside" (On swabhava) 

(39)2-3____ - "The Number 8: Its
Significance" (105)4

o

"Obiter Dicta: Casual Remarks" (On 
promoting Theosophy) (123)7-8 - "Occult
Aspects of Political Manipulation Through 
Hypnosis" (11)5-6 - "Occult Astronomy
- New data supports a Blavatsky assertion
over a Century old." (119)5-7 - "...Of
Enduring and Surpassing Value" (Third 
Object, psychic powers) (55)2-3 
"...Of Great Spiritual Importance" (GdeP) 
(91)5-8 - "An 'Old Pond' and Easter
Thoughts" (GdeP) (74)1 - "On Being
Half Human in an Inhuman World" (38)3

"On Capital Punishment" (36)1-2 
"On Cycles Great and Small" (GdeP)

(86)2-3  - "On Death, Analogy, Karma,
Reincarnation, Brotherhood" (126)6-7

"On Discrimination" (40)2 - "On
Mantras and Their Svara" (17)2-3 
"On the Difference Between Dogma and 
Doctrine" (102)2-3 - "On the Fear
of Death" (123)5-6 - "One Hundred
Years Ago" (On reprint of Vol. I of 
"The Theosophist") (54)1-2 - "One
Hundred Years Ago" (On Anna Kingsford) 
(76)8-9 - "One of the Latest
Astronomical Theories" (On Sun) (120)8-9 

"Only His Body is Dead" (By Judge) 
(120)7-8 - "The Open End" (To always
greater understanding) (58)1-2 - "Hie
opposite of Death is Birth" (119)3-4

"The Origin of Speech" (73)10-11 
"'Original Program' Manuscript 

H.P.Blavatsky" (94)2 - "Our Character
- Ownership in Full" (110)3-4

P
"Pages from Theosophical History - I" 
(HPB on Judge) (92)5 - "Passing on
a Vital Philosophy of Life" (9)1 
"'Past Lives', .Hypnotic Regression, 
and the Astral Light" (39)1-2 - "The
Path Within" (22)1-2 - "Pattern of
Organic Rhythms" (28)2-3 - "The
Perennial Wisdom: Fundamental Teachings 
of H.P.Blavatsky" (125)2-3 - "A
Philosophy of Strength" (67)2 - "The
Pilgrim and the Way" (87)2-3 - "Point
Loma Publications Study series" (69)11-12

"The Pool that Lost Itself" (90)7 
"Portraits of the Masters" (118)5-6

- _ "Preface" (On work of B. de Zirkoff)
(75)1-2 - "The Primary Purpose of
the Occult Brotherhood" (124)5-7
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"Priorities" (75)1-3 - "Professor'
Dubbink on 'A Model for a History of 
the Theosophical Movement'" (16)2

"To Promote Further the Unity of 
the Movement" (100)8 - "Proofs of
the Hidden Self" (Judge) (95)7-8 
"Prophecy" (HPB on changes to come) 
(116)7 - "Psychic Rerun" (Chanelling)
(102)3-4  - "The Psychic Tide" (GdeP)
(9)sup - "The Psychic World - Beware!" 
(GdeP) (14)2-3

R

"Raja 
effort
Approach to 1975 
H.P.Blavatsky" 
Tribute Today" 

"Reincarnation 
with

!!•

Yoga" 
to Cuba)

Loma
- "A

III

relief 
Rational 
'The Real 

"The Real

to 
the 
15,

(Pt.
(56)4-5 
" (23)5

(97)3-4
(On Networking) (113)5-7 

in Christianity - 
Geddes MacGregor" 

'Reincarnation Through
(44)3-4  - "Responses

to Leaders of 
of January 
(115)9-10

"The Rise 
- "Rules

(96)5-7  
The Secret

Interview 
(109)4-6 
the Ages" 
Open Letter
Theosophical Movement, 
1989" (113)1-5,
"Responsibility" (61)3 
of Katherine Tingley" (43)1-2 
of the 
"Russia, 
Doctrine"

Chela-Life..."
H.P.Blavatsky and 
(120)9-10

S
Sanskrit Keys to the Wisdom Religion" 
(118)6-7 - "Sanskrit Terms: Their
Power to Inspire" (36)3-4 - "SDHS
Receives Iverson Harris Art Collection" 
(55)1 - "Search and Discovery" (42)1

"Search and Find" (Theosophical 
Reference Index) (47)1 - "The Self
Beyond the Self" (121)5-6 - "Self
Unseen, the Void and I: A Theosophical 
Credo" (122)5-6 - "Selflessness:
The Paradoxical Key to Happiness" (89)6 

"A Sense of Reverence in Our Study" 
(58)3 - "Senzar: The Mystery of the
Mystery Language" (96)1—2 - "The
Seven Human Groups" (GdeP) (77)5 
"The Seven Jewels of Wisdom" (126)6-7 

"Shocks" (121)6-7 - "The
Significance of the Christmas Festival" 
(96)8-9 - "Silence" (91)4^5"
"Smogged with 'Astral Intoxication"' 
(101)2-3 - "Something About Katherine
Tingley and Point Loma" (24)1-3, (25)5-7

"The Spirit of H.P.B." (44)1-2 - "A
Spiritual Masterpiece" (Voice of the 
Silence) (88)6 - "A Spiritual Unity"
(GdeP) (53)2-4 - "A 'Standing
Committee"' (Coats on inter-Society 
cooperation) (28)1-2, (118)9 - "The
Stanzas of Dzyan" (31)4-5 - "Story
of Jesus - A Mystery-Tale" (GdeP) (7)sup 

"Strong Conviction is Not Dogmatism" 
(119)4 - "Suicide and After-Death
States" (99)5-6 - "Suicide is not
Death" (101)3-5 - "The Synthesis of
Occult Science" (33)1-2

T
"Take Courage and Warning" (GdeP) 
(115)4-5 - "Talbot Mundy and the
Theosophical Society" (93)7-8 - "Talbot
Mundy: Messenger of Destiny" (76)7-8 

"Talbot Mundy on OM" (61)1-3
"Teachings on the After-Death State" 
(117)1-3 - "Tell Us About Point Lana"
(30)7-8 - "The Thakur on Sleep and
Death" (32)3-4 - "Theosophical
Doctrines and Life Style" (48)3-4 -
"Theosophical Future: A Buddhist View" 
(115)7-8 - "Theosophical History"
(107)9-10  - "The Theosophical Movement"
(Judge) (15)2-3 - "Theosophical
Visionists and Revisionists" (111)6-7 

"The Theosophist: An Artist of Life" 
(114)4-5 - "The Theosophist as
Progressive Reformer" (On Katherine 
Tingley and Pt. Lona) (100)5-6" 
Theosophy and Capital Punishment" (9)sup 

"Theosophy and Our Bright Future" 
(73)3-4 - "Theosophy and Quantum
Theory" (77)4 - "Theosophy and
Theosophists - Extracts from the Writings 
of H.P.Blavatsky" (119)1-2 - "Theosophy
for the Future" (108)1 - "Theosophy
for the Masses" (109)7 - "Theosophy
Generally Stated" (74)2-3 - "Theosophy
Pure and Unadulterated" (124)10-11 

"Theosophy Science Group in India" 
(76)6-7 - "There is a Vast Difference
Between..." (83)3-4 - "Thoughts on
Reincarnation" (46)2-3 - "Thoughts
on the New Year and the False Noses" 
(79)1 - "Thoughts on Theosophy" (BdeZ)
(70)2-3 -"Thus I have Heard" (113)8-10 

"Tibetan and Sanskrit Manuscripts" 
(117)4 - "Time of Decision" (Dangers
of psychism) (27)1 - "To Find the
Truth" (118)1
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- "To Members of the Cabinet of the 
Theosophical Society, International 
Theosophical Headquarters, Point Loma, 
California" (GdeP on plans for after 
his death) (110)5-8 - "To Preserve 
Inviolate" (108)2 - "__ To Strike 
the Keynote of Truth" (On secrecy) 
(110)2 - "Together and Alone in the 
Absolute" (100)2-3 - "A Turkish 
Effendi on Christendom and Islam" 
(120)4-5 - "12 Esoteric Studies" 
(GdeP's) (101)6-9 - "Two New 
Biographies" (HPB and St. Germain) 
(109)8-9

U

Now?" (124)2-3 
(99)6-7

(98)4-5

- "Where 
"Where is 

"Who

"The 
"Why 

"Will

"Uncompromising" (HPB as critic) (32)4 
"The Unconquered Sun" (109)1-3 
"Unification of the Theosophical 

Movement" (102)4-7 - "United Yet
Independent" (89)2-3 - "The Unity
of Our Movement" (104)1-2 - "Universal
Brotherhood a Fact in Nature" (69)4-5 

"The Universal Christmas" (7)1
"Universality and 

Tradition" (GdeP) (4)3
Riddle" (On Carnac) 
"Updating the Teachings?"

the Esoteric 
"Unsolved 

(118)7-8 
(54)3-4

V

Do We Stand 
is Hell?" 
Theosophical Unity?". 
Am I?" (57)2 - "The Whole and Its
Parts" (Science) (97)4-5 
Wholeness of Theosophy" (69)1 
Help the Tibetans?" (8)2-3
Masters' Help Be Withdrawn in 1898 Until 
1975?" (Judge) (17)1 - "William Butler
Yeats on Helena Petrovna Blavatsky" 
(96)2-4 
(122)6-7 
- "The 
Message" 
Solstice

"A 
(89)5-6 
(89)1 -
Years" (86)7-8 -
and Its 'Secret 
Series'" (18)5 
18th Year" (118)8-9 
Spinoza and 
(48)3 
Without 
Work and Destiny of 
(87)3-4 - "World
Theosophical Society" 
World's 
(45)2-3 
Letters" (116)5-6

Helena
"William Quan Judge - Tulku" 
"Wind of the Spirit" (1) 3-4 

- A Universal 
"The Winter 

(GdeP) (84)1-2 
Sri Gaudapada) 
Ad Infinitum"

Reference

Winter Solstice
(114)5-6

- Its Meaning" 
Wise Man" (On

"Within -
"Wizards Bookshelf after Twelve 

"Wizards Bookshelf 
Doctrine
"Wizards Bookshelf-

"A Word About 
the Esoteric Philosophy" 

"A Word for Point Loma (Not 
(94)6-7 
the Monad" 
Congress 
(32)1-2
Its Cure" 

the

Sentiment)"

Trouble 
- "The

and 
Writing of

"The 
(GdeP) 

of the 
- "The 
(GdeP) 

Mahatma

"Valor Incarnate" (On HPB) (5)3
"A Vast and All-Encompasing Philosophy" 
(83)2 - "A Vision of Cosmic Dimension" 
(82)4-5 - "A Visit with the Dalai 
Lama" (50)6-7 - "Volume Thirteen 
of Blavatsky Collected Writings" (76)4-5

Y
"The Yoga We Follow" (GdeP) (61)4-5 
- "Yahoo or 'Aia?" (Use of Hebrew Terms) 
(73)4-5 - "A Younger Voice Speaks
Out"
observations) 
Death and 
(65)15-16

W

"The Wandering Eye" (59)2-3 - "The
Way of Heaven" (GdeP) (48)1 - "The
Weightier Matters of the Law" (39)4-5 

"What Are We Really Doing for 
Humanity?" (89)4-5 - "What is a
Messenger and Who was H.p.Biavatsky?" 
(107)1-2 - "What is Meant by the
'Doctrine of the Heart'?" (51)1-2,
(16)2-3 - "What is Theosophy?" (40)3-4

"What Karma is Not!" (58)2 - "What
Lessons Have We Learned?" (GdeP) (46)1-2 

"What Real Theosophy Is" (HPB) 
(90)1-2 - "When the Sleeper Wakes"
(On Death) (18)2-3 - "Where Can Truth
Be Found?" (GdeP) (79)6-7 - "Where

(Theosophical 
(92)6-7 
After,

travels and 
"Yours Till 

H.P.B." (Judge)

. Z
"Zend or Senzar?" (98)4
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bo6k reviews

A

Essay in 
Robert

L. Wright

Evangeline Walton 
Morris: A Primary 
Bibliography, J.

The Affecting Presence - An 
Humanistic Anthropology, 
Plant Armstrong (13)6

After Death - What?, Leoline 
(72)6

Lloyd Alexander, 
Ensley, Kenneth 
and Secondary 
Zahorski (69)7-8

"American Theosophist" Special Issues: 
Freedom: A Philosophical Inquiry
(15)6
Death and Dying (17)4-5 
Man, Myth and Symbol (23)6 
Why Search for Truth? (23)6
The Meaning of Physical Existence

(26)5
A Philosophy of Wholeness (30)6 
The Feminine Principle (36)6 
Esoteric Traditions of the West

(45)5-6
Intuition and Creative Imagination 

(48)6
Man's Search For Wholeness (54>7
Symbol, Myth, and Metaphor (68)10-11 

Ancient Wisdom Revived - A History 
of the Theosophical Movement, Bruce
F. Campbell (60)6

The Anugita, translated by Kasinath 
Trimbak Treland (71)10

Applied Theosophy and Other Essays, 
H.S. Olcott (38)6

Articles and Notes (92)11
The Astral Light, Henry T. Edge (80)7-8

B

Basic Self-Knowledge, Harry Benjamin
(13)5,  (111)2

The Beacon Light, H.P. Blavatsky 
(82)11

William Blake: The Seer and His Visions, 
Milton Klonsky (47)4

Blavatsky and Her Teachers: An
Investigative Biography, Jean Overton 
Fuller (109)8-9, (114)8

H.P. Blavatsky and The Secret Doctrine, 
Max Heindel (121)8-9

H.P. Blavatsky and The Secret Doctrine: 
Commentaries on Her Contribution 
to World Thought, Virginia Hanson(6)3

Blavatsky Collected Writings (105)3-
4, Vol. XI - (19)4-5, (24)4-5, Vol.
XIII - (74)9, (76)4-5, Vol. XIV -
(87)6-7,  (89)9-10, (92)7-8, Vol XV
(Index) - (121)9, (122)8

Mme. Blavatsky Defended, Iverson L. 
Harris (2)2

H.P. Blavatsky: The Mystery, G. de 
Purucker (23)1, (27)6, (51)7, (106)3-
5, (123)11-12

Madame Blavatsky, the Woman Behind 
the Myth, Marion Meade (63)5

The Book of Enoch the Prophet, 
translated by Richard Laurence (18)6 

The Books of Kiu-te (67)4
The Books of Kiu-te in the Tibetan 
Buddhist’ Tantras, David Reigle (77)9- 
10

Book of the Living, Miles MacAlpin 
(111)1-2

The Buddhism of H.P. Blavatsky, Henk 
J. Spierenburg (125)5-6

C

California Utopia: Point Loma 1897 
1942, Ehimett A. Greenwait (43)1-2, 
(49)5-6, (54)7-8, (56)6-7

The Cathars and Reincarnation, Arthur 
Guirdham (53)7

Fran the Caves and Jungles of Hindustan, 
H.P. Blavatsky (31)6-7

Children's Booklist (122)8-9
Clothed With the Sun: The Mystery-Tale 
of Jesus the Avatara, G. de Purucker 
(35)1-2, (49)2

Cloud Nine: A Seminar on Educational 
Philosophy (32)5

A Common Sense Philosophy for Man, 
Earl V. Pullias . (30)6

The Comte de Saint Germain: Last Scion 
of the House of Rakocsy, ' Jean Overton 
Fuller (109)8-9

D

Daughter of Fire: A Diary of Spiritual 
Training With a Sufi Master, Irina 
Tweedie (114)8

The Dawning of . the Theosophical 
Movement, Michael Gomes (105)6-9

The Desatir or Sacred Writings of the 
Ancient Persian Prophets, translated
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by Mulla Firuz bin Kaus (34)7
The Devil's Guard, Talbot Mundy (86)10 
The Dhammapada - Wisdom of the Buddha, 

translated by Harischandra Kaviratna 
(63)6

Dialogues of G. de Purucker (100)10-11 
Dialogues of the Future of Man,
Frederick Patka (28)6

The Divine Pymander of Hermes 
Trismegistus (Thotfi the Egyptian), 
translated by John Everard (28)8, 
(87)10

The Doctrine of Karma: Chance or 
Justice?, Gertrude W. van Pelt
(27)6-7

The Doctrine of the Spheres, G. de 
Purucker (125)8

The Dream of Ravan (79)10
The Dream That Never Dies, Boris de 

Zirkoff (71)12, (72)1-2, (74)10-11
Dynamics of the Psychic World: Comments 

by H.P. Blavatsky on Magic, 
Mediumship, Psychism, and the Powers 
of Spirit, Lina Psaltis (15)6

E

Echoes of the Orient, Vols. I-III, 
William Quan Judge, compiled by 
Dara Eklund (37)5, (45)6-7, (51)2,
(56)1, (60)1-2, (67)4-5, (103)5-6,
(108)9-10

The Elder Brother, Gregory Tillet 
(72)10, (74)3-5, (97)10-11, (100)11-12 

Encyclopedia of Buddhism, G.P.
Malalasekera (17)5

Encyclopedic Theosophical Glossary
(21)3-4

Epictetus - A Dialogue in Common Sense, 
John Bonforte (24)7

An Epitome of Theosophy, Win. Q. Judge 
(32)6

Esoteric Buddhism, A.P. Sinnett (18)5,
(46)5-6

Esoteric Keys to the Christian 
Scriptures & The Universal Mystery- 
Language of Myth and Symbol, Henry 
T. Edge (15)1, (28)7

Esoteric Man: the Aeons-Long Journey, 
Helen Todd (84)10-11

The Esoteric She, Win. Q. Judge (123)10 
The Esoteric Substance of Voltarian

Thought, Denise Bonhomme (29)3-4 
Esoteric Writings of T. Subba Row 

(69)8-9
Essence of Refined Gold, Third Dalai

Lama (62)6
Exploring the Great Beyond, Geoffrey 
Farthing (54)6-7

F

Flying Saucer Viewpoint, Rex Dutta 
(13)6

Forum Answers, Win. Q. Judge (119)8
Foundations of Esoteric Philosophy, 

H.P. Blavatsky, compiled by Ianthe
H. Hoskins (81)12

Fountain-Source of Ocultism, G. de 
Purucker (28)8

Fox at the Wood’s Edge, Gale E. Loren 
(124)10

Fridericus, Frideric F. Flach (59)7-8
Fundamentals of the Esoteric Philosophy,

G. de Purucker (116)1-2, (121)7
Gayatri: The Daily Religious Practice 
of the Hindus, I.K. Taimini (30)7

Gems Fran the East, H.P. Blavatsky 
(80)11

The Geometry of Art and Life, Matila 
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